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ABSTRACT 

TOPMODEL predicts water discharge and spatial soil water saturation pattern 

based on the series precipitation, evapotranspiration and topographic 

information in a watershed. Due to its structural simplicity and few numbers 

of parameters TOPMODEL has become popular for land surface process, 

study using digital elevation models (DEMs). TOPMODEL simulates runoff 

at the watershed outlet based on concept of saturation excess overland flow 

and subsurface flow. It utilizes topographic index as an indicator of likely 

spatial distribution of rainfall excess generation in the watershed. 

TOPMODEL will be best suited to watershed with shallow soils and moderate 

topography, which do not suffer from excessively long dry periods. Ideally 

predicted contributing areas should be checked against what actually happens 

in the watershed. 

 The present work aims at, to evaluate the TOPMODEL applicability in 

Karso watershed of Hazaribagh- District, Jharkhand. The objectives, is to 

relate hydrological responses to runoff generation mechanism, operating in the 

catchment and to estimate the uncertainty in associated with runoff prediction. 

The Topographic index values within the catchment were determined using 

Digital Elevation Model (DEM) data. The Topographic index values obtained 

in the study are ranging from 23.4882 to 6.0950. The calibrated parameters are 

the exponential transmissivity function i.e. the decrease of runoff rate after 

rainfall, (m); the natural logarithm of the effective transmissivity of soil when 

just saturated ln( oT ); the soil profile storage available for transpiration i.e. an 

available water capacity for transpiration. (SRmax); an initial moisture deficit in 

the root zone (SRinit) and an effective surface routing velocity, (ChVel). Three 

years (1994-1996) observed data was used for calibrating model parameters 

and three years (1997-1999) data was used for validation. The range of values 

of model parameters for exponential transmissivity function (m) is 0.05 and 

0.09; the natural logarithm of the effective transmissivity of soil when just 

saturated ln( oT ) 5.0 and 7.1; the soil profile storage available for transpiration 

i.e. an available water capacity for transpiration (SRmax) is 0.001 and 0.004; an 

initial moisture deficit in the root zone (SRinit) is 0.0 and an effective surface 



routing velocity, (ChVel) is 3600. The TOPMODEL did not perform as a good 

simulator for Karso watershed due to 57.20% of forest and vegetation cover, 

which contributes a little towards infiltration excess runoff. This is the main 

reason for the low efficiency values of 0.559. The maximum and minimum 

value for three year calibration periods are 0.60, 0.524 respectively and the 

maximum and minimum value for three year validation periods are 0.653 and 

0.348 respectively. The efficiency values for three years calibration periods 

are 0.60, 0.524 and 0.598 and the efficiency values for three years validation 

periods are 0.348, 0.653 and 0.632. 

Key Words: Watershed, TOPMODEL, Topographic index, DEM, Potential 

Evapotranspiration, Remote Sensing and GIS, Land use/ land cover etc. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 
Water is the most precious gift of the nature and it must be conserved and 

maintained carefully for all living things. Due to scarcity of water and increased rate of 

population it has become to check optimum use of available water resources, for proper 

planning and efficient water resources in any region it is necessary to understand the 

hydrological parameters of the watershed. For reliable prediction of the various 

hydrology parameters including rainfall, runoff etc. for remote areas is very tough and 

time consuming by conventional methods. So it is very important to search suitable 

methods and techniques for quantifying the hydrological parameters. The use of 

mathematical models in a watershed is the modern trend for extracting parameters with 

the help of remote sensing and geographical information system. Hydrological modeling 

is a powerful tool to understand hydrological process within the watershed for various 

time periods. The main purpose of hydrological modeling is to understand the 

hydrological behavior and provide reliable information for water resources development. 

To understand the flow of water on surface of the earth and the amount of water available 

at a particular location is very complex. TOPMODEL is a variable contributing area 

conceptual model, in which the major factors affecting runoff generation are the 

catchment topography and the soil transmissivity that diminished with depth. This model 

is helpful in understanding and predicting the hydrological behavior of watershed. 

 

1.1  Role of Remote Sensing in Hydrological Modeling 
 
 The main problem in hydrology is to collect field measured data to describe the 

hydrological process acting on the earth. Only Remote Sensing is a tool, which produces 

spatial and temporal information in digital form with high resolution. The remotely 

sensed data provide spatial information about the various processes of the hydrological 

cycle. This spatial information can be used as input data for hydrological models. 

Hydrological model can quantify all terms of water balance at high temporal, but low 

spatial resolution. The use of remote sensing data, in combination with distributed 
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hydrological model, provides new possibilities for deriving spatially distributed time 

series for input variables. In this study satellite data LISS IV dated 1.11.2001 was used 

for generating land use/ land cover map. With the help of land use/ land cover map the 

area of the different land use/ land cover classes were calculated.  

 

1.2  Role of GIS in Hydrological Modelling 
 

With the help of remote sensing technique large amount of spatial data can be 

generated. These data can be stored, analyzed and retrieved by Geographical Information 

System. In other words the GIS is a tool, which integrate geographical data, collect, store, 

retrieve, transform and display spatial data for planning and management problems. But 

GIS is not used for time varying studies, these features are utilized in hydrological 

models. It also combines data from different sources and different types.  Sivapalan and 

Kalma (1995) conclude that, “The greatest single advantage in hydrological modelling in 

the past decade has probably been the availability and use of digitized topographic data”. 

The development of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) has vastly increased the 

quality and availability of data required for hydrological modeling.  

A GIS may be used to automatically derive information that would otherwise be 

scrupulously obtained from paper maps. A GIS can be used as a way to integrate, 

visualize, and derive spatial and non-spatial data (McDonnell, 1996), a very active area of 

research is the use of GIS for model parameter estimation. The role of GIS can be very 

beneficial for distributed parameter models, which require large amount of data. A GIS 

can be used to determine parameter values such as surface slope, flow accumulation and 

contributing area above a point which are difficult to estimate using paper maps. 

TOPMODEL is an example of this type of model.  
 
1.3 Objective 
 
 The specific objective of the study is to estimate runoff in Karso watershed using 

TOPMODEL. For this objective following sub-objective needs to be satisfied:  

1. To generate digital elevation model (DEM).  

2. To calculate the Topographic index from DEM for use in TOPMODEL.  

3. To calibrate and validate TOPMODEL.  
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    CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

 

2.1 Evolution of Hydrologic Modelling 
The rainfall-runoff modeling began in 19th century mainly for three main 

engineering problems. These are urban sewer design, land reclamation drainage systems 

design, and reservoir spillway design. The major goal of these first attempts at modeling 

was to estimate design discharge by Todini (1988). Dooge (1977) comments that many of 

these first models were based on empirical equations developed under unique conditions. 

Some models used the “rational method” to predict runoff peaks. Early in the 20th 

century, hydrologists tried to improve the applicability of the rational method to large 

catchments with heterogeneity in rainfall and catchment characteristics (Todini, 1988). 

Sherman (1932) introduced the “unitgraph” or unit hydrograph technique. It was the first 

attempts to predict an entire hydrograph instead of just the peak flow and time to peak 

(Kilgore, 1997). The unit hydrograph was the first model to estimate the entire shape of 

the hydrograph rather than simple hydrograph peak values. During the 1950s, 

hydrologists began to develop “conceptual models”. The 1960s brought the introduction 

of computers into hydrological modeling. The first comprehensive hydrologic computes 

model, the Stanford Watershed Model, was developed at Stanford University (Crawford 

and Linsley, 1966). In the late 1960s, HEC-1 was developed by the Hydrological 

Engineering Centre, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. 

During the 1960’s and 1970’s were the times of developing models with 

parameters having a physical interpretation. Due to limitations in the amount of available 

data and computing power, these physically based parameters were aggregated or lumped 

together, due to this a great decrease in the amount of data to be processed. These models 

with aggregated parameters are termed lumped parameter models. The rapid increase in 

computing power of the 1980’s and 1990’s has brought more complex models. 

Parameters no longer need to be lumped together because of computing limitations. 

Distributed parameter models are capable of incorporating information about the spatial 

variability of soils, land use, etc. The availability of Geographic Information Systems 
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(GIS) aids in managing the large amounts of data required for distributed parameter 

models. GIS software can be combined about digital data such as soil type, vegetative 

cover, land use, and digital elevation models (DEM) to create input to hydrologic models.  

The major issue in hydrologic modeling is at what spatial scale the model 

performs optimally. This performance can either refer to the ability of the model to 

preserve the essential runoff mechanism, or ability to produce a hydrologic response 

nearly similar to the observed response. 

 

2.2 Review of TOPMODEL applications 
 Quinn et al. (1991) presents the application of TOPMODEL, which models 

subsurface flow at the hillslope scale. Model sensitivity to flow path direction derived 

from a DEM was investigated. The application by Quinn et al. (1991) used a 50-meter 

grid cell resolution, which is the default value of the United Kingdom database. 

Resampling at larger grid cell resolutions was found to have significant effect on soil 

moisture modeling due to aggregation.  

Zhang and Montgomery (1994) have calculated slope, drainage area per unit 

contour length and topographic index with a grid cell sizes of 2, 4, 10, 30, and 90 m using 

ARC/INFO and spot elevation data obtained from aerial photographs.  They studied two 

watersheds in the western United States having moderate to steep terrain. Both the 

computed topographic parameters and the hydrographs were significantly affected by the 

DEM grid cell size. The 10 m grid cell size produced substantially better results than 30 

m and 90 m grid cell sizes. 

Quinn et al. (1995) computed drainage areas for a series of 5, 10, 25, and 50 m 

DEMs and found that:  (1) small channels and catchments boundaries tend to become lost 

altogether as grid cell size increases, and (2) larger grid cell sizes exhibits a basis towards 

larger topographic index values. It was concluded by Zhang and Montgomery (1994) and 

Quinn et al. (1995) that a grid cell size of 10 m or smaller was necessary to represent the 

variability of the topographic form in their study areas. 

Molicova et al., (1997) has used TOPMODEL for a humid, tropical catchment. 

They tested its validity in modeling the stream flow dynamics (hydrograph) in a 1 ha 

tropical rain forest catchment in French Guina. The field validation of the temporal and 
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spatial hydrodynamics across a rainfall-runoff event revealed that TOPMODEL is 

suitable for applications to this particular rain forest environment. The main reason for 

success of the model was low hydraulic conductivity of subsoil, coupled with the absence 

of an additional deep ground water body. 

 Pinol et al. (1997) has used the distributed TOPMODEL concepts in two adjacent 

small Mediterranean catchments in the Parades region of Catalonia, Span. A perceptual 

model of hydrological response in these catchments was used to suggest possible 

modifications in the model, in a hypothesis-testing framework, including an attempt to 

modify the topographic index approach to reflect the expansion of effective area of 

subsurface flow during the wetting-up sequence. It was found that slight improvements in 

modeling efficiency were possible but that different model parameter distributions were 

appropriate for different parts of the record. The model was much more successful for the 

catchment producing the higher runoff volumes. 

Brasington and Richards (1998) examined the effects of cell resolution on 

TOPMODEL and found that information content predicted a break in the relation 

between model response and resolution. Sensitivity analyses revealed that model 

predictions were consequently grid –size dependent, although this effect could be 

modulated by recalibrating the saturated hydraulic conductivity parameter of the model 

as grid size changed. A significant change in the model response to scale was identified 

between grid sizes of 100 and 200 m. This change in grid size was also marked by rapid 

deterioration of the topographic information contained in the DEM, measured in terms of 

the statistical entropy. It was suggested that this break in the scaling relationship 

corresponds to typical hillslope lengths in the dissected terrain and that this scale marks a 

fundamental natural threshold for DEM based application.  

          TOPMODEL was applied to Malaprabha catchment (520 km2) in Karnataka by 

Venkatesh and Jain (2000) to simulate the daily flows at Khanpur. The topographic index 

for Malaprabha catchment was calculated by digital elevation model (DEM) by 

interpolating the contours in the basin at 300 m grid size. The results indicated that the 

model could be used to simulate the flows in the catchment quite accurately. The 

efficiency of model was 0.89 and 0.79 respectively in calibration and validation. 
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 Campling et al. (2002) applied the TOPMODEL to simulate the runoff 

hydrograph of a medium sized humid tropical catchment (379 km2). The objectives were 

to relate hydrological responses to runoff generation mechanisms operating in the 

catchment and to estimate the uncertainty associated with runoff prediction. Field 

observations indicated that water tables were not parallel to the surface topography, 

particularly at the start of wet season. A reference topographic index λ REF was therefore 

introduced into the TOPMODEL structure to increase the weighting of local storage 

deficit in upland areas.  

Shufen & Huiping (2004) applied the TOPMODEL to study the rainfall-runoff 

response in upper reaches of Yangteze river. They developed a simple water cycle model, 

for estimating other components of the surface water cycle, which was implemented into 

the TOPMODEL to integrate the water cycle of the catchment. Using the output of a 

DEM from 100m x 100m resolution data and a single flow direction algorithm, the index 

distribution function was calculated for the catchment under different channel initiation 

thresholds. Finally the daily and monthly rainfall-runoff response from 1960 to 1987 for 

Soumon River Catchment, a tributary of the Yangtze River (China) was simulated with 

TOPMODEL. To estimate the efficiency E of each year from 1960 to 1987 with Channel 

Initiation Threshold (CIT) equal to 0.01 km2, 0.1 km2 and 5.0 km2. The E didn’t show a 

large variation from each other with different CIT values except for a very small CIT, For 

CIT = 0.5, 1 and 5 km2, the values for E are almost same. It was found that E values are 

large in more years, which means TOPMODEL works well in simulating the runoff of 

Soumon River catchment. On the basic of this it was concluded that TOPMODEL is fit in 

catchments with moist soil, hill slope region, and with a shallower ground water table. 

  Nachabe (2005) proposed equivalence between TOPMODEL and NRCS curve 

number method in predicting variable runoff source areas. By his approach the NRCS 

equation could be used to describe the probability distribution function of moisture deficit 

in a catchment as calculated by TOPMODEL. His approach was to constrain ‘S’ 

parameter in the Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS) method by the 

physical soil and topography characteristics of the catchment and depth to water table. It 

was concluded that ‘S’ provided better estimation in humid vegetated landscape where 

runoff production is controlled by rising water table. By his analysis it was shown that a 
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distributed model might be equivalent to a lumped parameter model when the objective is 

to predict a spatially integrated response, like runoff at catchment outlet. 

   

2.3 Rainfall-runoff Modelling Approaches 
The data by themselves are just numbers. In order to make physical sense of the data, 

some sort of model is needed. Models provide a basis for understanding data, and also for 

making predictions about the outcomes of measurements. The basic purpose of a model is 

to simulate and predict the operation of the system that is excessively complex and the 

effect of changes on this operation. The use of hydrologic models for prediction purposes 

arises largely because of the insufficient availability of hydrologic data. The model can 

be used to test hypotheses and increase a better understanding of how the catchment 

behaves under different conditions in future, which is to make predictions. Models also 

represent a means of intergrading measured data collected spatially and temporally from 

the catchment and can be used to provide estimates for missing data.  

 Mathematical models are sometimes divided into: (i) Theoretical or physical 

models (ii) Empirical models (iii) Conceptual models 

 

 2.3.1 Theoretical or physical models: - Theoretical models are based on our 

understanding of the physics of the processes, which control a system & its response and 

use physically based equations to describe these processes. The models most probably are 

the consequences of most important laws governing the phenomena. A theoretical or 

physical model has a logical structure similar to the real world system and may be helpful 

under changed circumstances. Physically based model’s parameters can be measured 

directly in-situ. Watershed runoff models based on St. Venant’s equation are the example 

of physical models e.g. SHE (System Hydrologique European) model, Institute of 

Hydrology Distributed Model (IHDM) & USDAARS small watershed model etc. 

Physically based distributed models can be applied to almost any kind of 

hydrological problem. Some examples of typical fields of application are:  

(a) Study of effect of catchments changes.  

(b) Prediction of behavior of ungauged catchments having spatial variability.  

(c) Spatial movement of Pollutants and Sediments.  
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Physically based distributed models do not consider the transfer of water in 

catchments to take place within a few defined storage areas. From their physical basis 

such models can simulate the complete runoff regime, providing multiple outputs (e.g. 

river discharge, water surface level, evaporation losses etc) while black box models can 

offer only one output. In these models transfer of mass, momentum and energy are 

calculated directly from the governing partial differential equations that are solved using 

numerical methods (like the St. Venant equations for surface flow, the Richards equation 

for unsaturated zone flow and the Boussinesq equation for ground water flow).  

2.3.2 Empirical models: - An empirical model is not based on physical laws. It 

simply presents the facts, that is, it is a representation of data. If the conditions change, it 

has no predictive capability. An empirical model is based only on data and is used to 

predict, not explain, a system. An empirical model consists of a function that captures the 

trend of the data. In an empirical model, the data is only source of information about the 

system. Sometimes with a derived model, it may be difficult or impossible to differentiate 

or integrate a function to perform further analysis. In this case such as a polynomial 

function, that is differentiable and integral.  HEC-HMS includes both empirical and 

conceptual models. 

2.3.3 Conceptual models: - Conceptual models consider physical laws but in 

highly simplified form. So conceptual models are intermediate between theoretical and 

empirical models. Examples of conceptual models may include rainfall-runoff models 

based on the spatially lumped form of continuity equation and the storage discharge 

relationship. A conceptual model is built upon a base of knowledge of the pertinent 

physical, chemical, and biological processes that act on the input to produce the output. 

Thus, these models are formulated by starting from basic physical principles, which 

govern a system/phenomena such as conservation of mass, conservation of momentum, 

conservation of thermodynamic energy, radiation transfer equation etc. & by suppressing 

non-critical details in order to emphasize rules & user objects. It typically includes only 

significant entities, which have practical meaning, along with their relationships. 
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Theoretical or physical models help in understanding a physical process and 

generally yield information in greater detail in both time and space. Empirical models do 

not help in understanding physical processes. Conceptual models provide useful results 

efficiently and economically for some problems. They contain parameters, some of which 

may have direct physical significance and can therefore be estimated by using concurrent 

observations of input and output. Various data modeling methodologies & products 

provide in different ways. Some address only the physical implementation, some model 

only the logical structure, and others may provide elements of all three but not 

necessarily in three separate views. In each case, it helps the data modeler to understand 

the level of abstraction to which a particular feature or task belongs. 

Thus the Conceptual & Physical models are two extreme edges in the field of 

modeling & the empirical models are in between approximation. 

TOPMODEL is a conceptual model and it simulates runoff from a watershed 

based on the concept of saturation excess overland flow, subsurface flow and catchment 

topography is also a factor in the runoff generation process. An assumption is that the 

local groundwater table has the same slope as the watershed surface slope. This allows 

for the modelling of sub-surface flow using surface topographic slope. It is a topography 

based watershed hydrology model that has been used to study a range of topics, including 

spatial scale effects on hydrological process, topographic effects on stream flow, the 

identification of hydrological flow path etc.   

 

2.4 Application of TOPMODEL  

2.4.1 Simulation of Humid catchment responses  
 

TOPMODEL was originally developed to simulate small upland catchments in 

U.K. (Beven and Kirkby, 1979: Beven et al., 1984). These studies showed that it was 

possible to get sensible and good results with a minimum of calibration of parameter. 

Since then this have been applied to a number of other catchments in humid temperate 

regimes in the eastern USA (Beven, and Wood, 1983; Hornberger et al., 1985), New 

Zealand (Beven 1993), Scotland (Robson et al., 1993). In all of these cases it has been 
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found that, after calibration of the parameters, TOPMODEL provides good simulations of 

stream discharges. Previous study has shown that the fitted parameter values may be 

difficult to interpret physically. In particular, calibration of the oT  transmissivity 

parameter often yields very high values. This parameter controls the drainage rate from 

the saturated zone. There could be two reasons for this. One is that effective lateral 

downslope transmissivity values may be much higher than might be expected on the basis 

of small scale measurements of vertical hydraulic conductivity because of the effects of 

preferential flow pathways or zones off fractured regolith. Darcian flow simulations show 

that only with high values will any reasonably long slope show sensible drainage curves, 

otherwise the soil stays nearly saturated for long periods of time. Secondly probably 

exacerbating this effect, the fast responses of TOPMODEL are governed by the 

distribution of the a/ oT  tan β  index.  In the analysis of the catchment topography, the 

upslope drainage area, ‘a’, is assumed to extend to the divide. Catchments with deeper 

groundwater systems or locally perched saturated zones may be much more difficult to 

model. Such catchments tend to go through a wetting up sequence at the end of the 

summer period. 

 

2.4.2 Simulation of dry catchment responses  

Durran et al. (1992) have shown that TOPMODEL can successfully simulate 

discharges in drier catchments at Mont-Lozere in the Cevennes, southern France. 

Sempere-Torres (1990) and Wendling (1992) have also used a TOPMODEL based runoff 

production function to simulate the response of Gardon D’ Ahduz and Real Collobrier 

catchments in southern France. They show that the run off production function can be 

successfully used for flood forecasting purposes. It was shown that the runoff production 

function can be successfully used for flood forecasting purposes after calibration to a 

small number of storms and proved to be stronger in validation than other functions 

studied. Experience in modelling the Booro-Borotou catchment in the Cote d’Ivoire 

(Quinn et al. 1991), Australia (Barling et al. 1994) and catchments of the Prades 

mountains of Catalonia, Spain (Pinol et al. 1997) suggests that TOPMODEL will only 

provide satisfactory simulations once the catchment has wetted up. In many low-

precipitation catchments of course the soil may never reach a, “wetted” state, and the 
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response may be controlled by the connectivity of any saturated downslope flows. 

TOPMODEL assumes that there is connected downslope saturation everywhere on the 

hillslope. 

 
2.4.3 Flood frequency predictions  
 

Beven (1986a, b) linked a version of TOPMODEL to a random rainstorm and 

interstorm period model to make flood frequency predictions for a number of climates. 

The simulations made use of soil–topographic index distributions based on hypothetical 

distributions of hydraulic conductivity. Beven (1987 b) applied a similar model to the 

Wye catchment at Plynlimon in mid-Wales with storm based simulations and a random 

initial conditions model based on field observations. The model was able to reproduce the 

observed peak over threshold frequency characteristics of the catchment for the 14-year 

record available after calibration of a single parameter. Sivapalan et al. (1990) produced a 

scaled flood frequency model based on the TOPMODEL concepts and showed that 

catchment runoff production could be compared on the basis of eight similarity variables. 

Their flood frequency curves were derived from storm by storm simulations and showed 

a change between saturation excess overland flow and dominated flood peaks.  

 

2.5 Restrictive Assumptions and Limitations 
 TOPMODEL always perform beat where its assumptions are met, in particular 

those of an exponential saturated zone store, a quasi-parallel water table and a 

topographic control on water table depth. Such catchments might be expected to have 

relatively shallow, homogenous soils and are likely to be generally quite wet. Obviously, 

these conditions may not be met everywhere. Similarly some TOPMODEL assumptions 

may be violated over certain ranges of behaviour. The response of the Crimple Beck 

(Beven and Kirkby 1979), for instance, did not conform to the expected response of an 

exponential store at the extremes of the recession curve. At high flows such deviance 

may be due to residual runoff, but at low flows, when it is reasonable to assume that only 

the saturated zone is contributing to streamflow. A fundamental assumption of   existing 

TOPMODEL theory is that the saturated zone behaves as an exponential store.  
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 It is assumed that the water table surface is everywhere approximately parallel to 

the ground, a condition that may not always be met, especially for deep soils. Quinn et al. 

(1991) described a method whereby the assumption of a parallel water table may be 

relaxed. In basic TOPMODEL theory, the depth of the water table is defined with respect 

to the soil surface. Quinn et al. (1991) introduced a ‘reference level’, based on a 

characteristic water table shape, which may then deviate from being parallel to the soil 

surface. This reference level was used in order to calculate and effective’ a/tan β  

distribution function for use in TOPMODEL. There is no mechanism for predicting 

perching of water tables, however, due to a subsurface “infiltration excess” process.The 

upslope contributing area ‘a’ should be constant for any point. This may be a valid 

assumption in a moist climatic region, but for more arid catchments, there may be 

considerable evapotranspirative losses from distal areas of the catchment. These may be 

sufficient to prevent some parts of the catchment from contributing any water at all to the 

water table, especially during dry period.  

 TOPMODEL still uses very simplified representations of the unsaturated zone 

and it is difficult to see how to improve the representation of evapotranspiration, the 

effects of macroporosity and heterogeneity of infiltration rates without adding an 

unjustifiable number of parameters to the model (See Beven, 1989a, 1994). This is one 

area that requires considerably more research. The scaling problems involved are similar 

to those required in predicating responses at the sub-GCM grid scale, and it may be that 

some  of  work currently in hand to improve soil-vegetation-atmosphere transfer (SVAT ) 

model is will lead to some advances in this respect.  

 The TOPMODEL has the capability for distributed predictions without the use of 

a large number of parameters. The TOPMODEL concepts will not be appropriate in 

many catchments, especially those with deeper groundwater systems. The reference level 

concept retains the analysis of subsurface drainage as a set of steady state water table 

configurations but allows for the fact that the local hydraulic gradient may be quite 

different from the surface slope angle. The index a/tan β  is then calculated with ‘a’ and 

tan β  values derived from some assumed reference water table, for example that which 

might be calculated under Dupuit –Forchheimer assumptions (Troch et al. 1993b) but 

note that they do not allow for the variability of  transmissivity with depth. The most 
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basic limitations are (i) TOPMODEL only simulates watershed hydrology, (ii) 

TOPMODEL can be applied most accurately to watersheds that do not suffer from 

excessively long dry periods and have shallow homogeneous soil and moderate 

topography (iii) Number of time steps=2500 (iv) Number of ln(a/tan β ) increment =30 

etc. 
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CHAPTER III 

STUDY AREA 

 

3.1 Location 
The selected area for study is Karso watershed lies between latitude 24° 12' 30'' N 

to 24° 17' 30'' N and longitude 85° 25’ E to 85° 27' 30'' E in SOI toposheet No. 72H/7/SE 

and 72H/8/NE of scale 1:25000 and is a part of North Chhotanagpur plateau. The 

watershed is in Tilaiya catchment of Damodar river valley in Hazaribag district of 

Jharkhand, eastern part of India. The watershed cover an area of about 27.41 km2
 and it is 

about 25 km from Hazaribag and 35 km from Tilayia reservoir. It is connected by Patna – 

Ranchi road (NH 33). Including Karso there are about 16 villages in this watershed. The 

main river is Kolhuwatari Nadi is a 6th order stream joining with Mohaghat Nadi just 

beyond the outlet and than flowing down to river Barakar as Nadhadwa Nadi or Barhi 

Nadi. The entire watershed lies in the catchment of Tilaiya reservoir.  

 

The area varies from almost flatland to steep hills. The range of elevation varies 

from 385 to 655 m above the mean sea level. The watershed can be divided into three 

main landscapes. The first one is the southern part which is highly undulating and rolling 

uplands, which drains from south to north which is parallel to the Hararibag – Patna 

National Highway. The second is gently undulating and rolling uplands, that are dissected 

by narrow valley and depressions. The third is valley lands, which drains from south to 

north which is parallel to the Hazaribagh–Patna national highway. In this area sheet 

wash, rill erosion, shallow and medium gullies are prominent. The hilly area lies near the 

village Kundwa, Daurwa, Rola etc.  The study area is shown in figure 3.1.    
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Fig.3.1 Map showing location of Karso watershed 

 

Study Area  
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3.2 Climate 

    3.2.1 Precipitation, Temperature and Humidity 

The annual average rainfall is about 1240 mm. The rainfall occurs from June to 

September and occasional showers in December January and heavy showers 

accompanied by thunder in May. The maximum and minimum temperature is 43°C and 

2.4°C respectively.  

The maximum temperature occurs generally in April – May and minimum 

temperature occurs in around January. The winter is cold while summer is hot and humid. 

The annual average humidity varies from 66 to 77 percent.  

 

3.3 Forest  
This region is covered by mostly forest consisting of Sale, Eucaliptus, Mango, 

Sisam and Deodar. Shrubs and grasses are mostly covered in the lower slope. Thick 

forest is occupied in the hilly region and sometime in the lower region also. The 

vegetation of the study area has been heavily changed by human activity. Forest cover in 

the area is about 8.40 km2.  

 

3.4 Geology  
The area is characterized by gently rolling flat peniplains with a few monadnocks 

and hill ranges. The area is composed mainly of the metamorphics which include schists, 

gneisses and granites with occasionally amphibolites as xenoliths and lenses. Pegmatite, 

aplite and quartz- veins have intruded into these rocks at a number of places, as 

concordant and discordant bodies. Dolerite and gabbro are also occurring as dykes in the 

area. Metamorphosed basic igneous rocks like amphibolite, hornblende–schist, 

metadolerite and metagabbro occur as narrow, elongated patches within the country 

rocks. The quaternary sediments lie at the top of the formation. The area is highly 

mineralized. The main minerals are quartz, calcite, pyrite, garnet, etc. Some rocks are 

used for road construction. 
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3.5 Socio–Economic Status 
General people living in this area are below poverty line and always depends on 

labor work. Mostly houses of people are scattered. The general economy of the area is 

low and always depends on agriculture. The marginal farmers constitute the backbone of 

the population. The majority of the houses are clay huts with burnt clay tiles. A few 

scattered single storied building are also present. For domestic and agricultural purpose 

the reliable sources are wells and tube wells. The fuel needs are generally met with forest 

wood, which are gathered in the months of December-January and March-April and are 

stored to meet the annual requirement. Besides this, very few people use coal as fuel. 

This coal is from West Bokaro Coal Field. The cattles are buffaloes, cows, bullocks, 

goats, sheep and pigs. Bullock-driven plough is still the main agricultural tools. Some 

time diesel pump sets are used to lift water from check dams and tanks for irrigation. The 

area is backward from literacy point of view. Many soil workers are working in this area. 

The languages are Santhali, Khortha, Hindi etc.  

Agriculture is the only source of income of more than 90% of the population in 

the watershed. The agricultural lands are scattered and having small size, in patches and 

on different height and slopes and mostly terraced farming is in practice. In the watershed 

the paddy is cultivated in two ways one is upland paddy and other is low land paddy. The 

most of the irrigation water is supplied by dug-wells, tube wells & pound. Generally, the 

crops grown are wheat, paddy, maze, tomato, potato, sugarcane, pea etc.  

 

3.6 Land use/land cover  
Land use / land cover information is essential for planning and management 

activities. With the help of this information it is easy to decide how land could be used in 

future. The land use / land cover map is shown in fig. 5.5. The land use/ land cover 

classification are Forest, Low land with vegetation, Low land without vegetation, Non-

agricultural land with vegetation, Settlement, Up land with vegetation, Up land without 

vegetation, Waste land, Waste land with scrub and Water body. The land surface being 

uneven, cultivation is carried on by terracing of slopes and in lowland. The highly sandy 

rock zones are uneconomic for agricultural purposes. Lowland paddy cultivation is done 

on some patches besides small and medium gullies. Rabi crops are also cultivated due to 
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advantage of the high water capacity in some parts of watershed. Upland paddy and Rabi 

crops are grown in up higher land. Potatoes, tomato, sugarcane are grown in small 

patches wherever possible. The construction of a number of small check dams at short 

intervals throughout the watershed has turned most of the mono-cropped area into double 

cropped area. Gulley eroded lands are also observed in the watershed. The land covers 

occupied by thick forest in hilly region. The main tree species are Sal, Sisam, Mahua, 

Mango, Eucaliptus. Satellements are scattered in the watershed. Some check Damodar 

Valley Corporation has constructed dams and tanks for irrigation purpose. The land use 

and land cover statistic giving percentage of area under different classes are also shown 

in Table 3.1. 

 Forest 
Agriculture land (low land) 
Non-agricultural (low land) 

Non-ag with vegetation 
Settlement 
Agriculture land (up land) 

Non-agricultural (low land) 
Waste land 
Waste land with scrub 
Water body 

 
                           Fig.3.2 Land use/ Land cover map of Karso watershed 
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Table 3.1 Land use/ land cover statistics for the year 2001 

 

3.7 Soil Map  

The Soil map of Karso watershed was prepared by Soil Conservation Department, 

DVC, Hazaribag, Jharkhand. The main soil covers in the watershed is sandy clay loam 

(56.858%). The soil statistic giving percentage of area under different classes are also 

shown in Table 5.1. The Soil map is shown in fig. 5.6. 

Sr. 
No.  Land use and land cover class 

Area 
(Sq. km.) % Area 

1  Forest 8.40 30.65 
2  Agriculture land (low land) 1.94 7.09 
3  Non-agricultural (low land) 0.18 0.66 
4  Non-agricultural land with vegetation 2.45 8.94 
5  Settlement 0.61 2.24 
6  Agriculture land (up land) 2.88 10.52 
7  Non-agricultural (low land) 2.78 10.14 
8  Waste land 4.25 15.52 
9  Waste land with scrub 3.49 12.73 
10  Water body 0.41 1.51 
  Total 27.41 100.00 
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Fig. 3.3 Soil map of Karso watershed (Source: Soil Conservation Department, DVC, 
Jharkhand) 
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Table 3.2 Soil classification (Source: Soil Conservation Department, DVC, Jharkhand) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sr.no. Soil map classification  
Area 

(sq. km.) % Area 

1 Sandy Loam 3.852 14.054 

2 Sandy Clay Loam 15.585 56.858 

3 Loam 0.001 0.002 

4 Hills 5.120 18.678 

5 Gully Eroded Land 0.307 1.121 

6 Clay Loam 2.546 9.288 

 Total 27.411 100.00 
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CHAPTER IV 

MODEL DESCRIPTION 

 

4.1 Overview of TOPMODEL 

TOPMODEL is a variable contributing area conceptual model, in which the major 

factors affecting runoff generation are the catchment topography and the soil 

transmissivity that diminishes with depth. TOPMODEL (Beven and Kirkby, 1979), 

originally named TOPography MODEL, is a topography-based model it can be used to 

reproduces the hydrological behavior of the catchments in a distributed or semi-

distributed way, in particular the dynamics of surface or subsurface contributing areas.

 The model simulates hydrologic fluxes of water (infiltration excess, overland 

flow, infiltration, subsurface flow, evapotranspiration and channel routing) through a 

watershed. The model simulates explicit groundwater/surface water interactions by 

predicting the movement of water table, which determines where saturated land surface 

areas develop and have the potential to produce saturation overland flow. It allows the 

user to utilize Geographic Information Systems (GIS) for topographical data input. 

TOPMODEL was developed primarily as a research tool, but has also been used in 

practical applications. The model has been validated with rainfall-discharge data (e.g. 

Beven et al. 1984, Hornberger et al. 1985, Robson et al. 1993, Obled et al. 1994, Wolock 

1995). 

 

4.2 TOPMODEL Assumptions and Theories 
The development of the TOPMODEL theory presented here is based on the three 

assumptions, which are as follows:  

1. There is a saturated zone in equilibrium with a steady recharge rate over an upslope 

contributing area a . 

2. The water table is almost parallel to the surface such that the effective hydraulic 

gradient is equal to the local surface slope, tan β .  
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3. The transmissivity profile may be described by an exponential function of storage 

deficit, with a value of oT  when the soil is just saturated to the surface (zero deficit). 

  

At any point i on a hillslope the downslope saturated subsurface flow rate, iq , per unit 

contour length may be described by the following equation:  

 

iq  = ( )mT Dio /exptan −β     (4.1) 

   

Where iD  is local storage deficit per unit plan area, m is a parameter controlling the rate 

of decline of transmissivity with increasing storage deficit, and oT  and tan β  are local 

values at point i . Note that tan β  is used to represent the hydraulic gradient on the basis 

that the slope is calculated as elevation change per unit distance in plan (rather than along 

the hillslope).  

Then under the assumption that, at any time step, quasi-steady-state flow exists 

throughout the soil, assuming a spatially homogeneous recharge rate r  entering the water 

table, the subsurface downslope flow per unit contour length iq  is 

 

      iq   = ra       (4.2) 

          

Where a  is the area of the hillslope per unit contour length that drains through 

point i .  

By combining (4.1) and (4.2) it is possible to derive a formula for any point relating local 

water table depth to the topographic index ln ( a /tan β ) at that point, the parameter m , 

the local saturated transmissivity, oT , and the effective recharge rate, r. 

 

                      iD = m−  ln ⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
βtanoT

ra     (4.3) 

When the soil is saturated the local deficit will be zero and when the soil dries and the 

water table falls then values of storage deficit get larger. An expression for the catchment 
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lumped, or mean, storage deficit ( D ) may be obtained by integrating (4.3) over the entire 

area of the catchment ( A ) that contributes to the water table.  

 

                                           D = ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
−∑ βtan

ln1

oi
i T

ramA
A

                               (4.4)                            

 

Where iA  is the area associated with the i  point. By using (4.3) in (4.4), it is 

assumed that r  is spatially constant, ln r  may be eliminated and a relationship found 

between mean water table depth, local water table depth, the topographic variables and 

saturated transmissivity. This has the following form:  

 

                                        iD = ⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
−+

β
γ

tan
ln

oT
amD                             (4.5)                           

                     

Where ln (a/ oT  tan β ) is the soil-topographic index,  

                                                  γ =
βtan

ln1

oi
i T

aA
A ∑     (4.6) 

A separate areal average value of transmissivity is,   

                                   ln eT  = o
i

i TA
A

ln1 ∑      (4.7)  

Equation (4.5) may now be rearranged to give  

                         
m

DD i ⎟
⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎜
⎝

⎛
−

= [ ]eo TTa lnln
tan

ln −+⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
−−

β
λ                       (4.8) 

       

Where λ = (1/A) ∑ )tan/ln( βaAii  is a topographic constant for the catchment. 

 

Equation (4.8) expresses the deviation between the catchment average water table depth 

(or deficit) and the local water table depth (or deficit) at any point in terms of the 

deviation of the local topographic index from its areal mean and the deviation of the 
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logarithm of local transmissivity from its areal integral value. The relationship is scaled 

by the parameter m. 

  

 

For the power law function,  

qi
  = ( )n

io MDT /1tan −β     (4.9) 

Where M  is maximum gravity drainage storage in the soil profile expressed as a 

volume per unit area. The equivalent soil-topographic index is  

 

 n
oTa /1)tan/( β      (4.10) 

 

The equation relating mean storage deficits to local deficits is  
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=
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/1

tan
1

β
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4.2.1 Flow through unsaturated zone 

One formulation that has been adopted in past TOPMODEL applications assumes that the 

root zone store for each topographic index value is depleted only by evapotranspiration 

and that water is added to unsaturated zone drainage store only once the root zone 

reaches field capacity. The drainage is assumed to essentially vertical and drainage flux 

per unit area vq  is calculated for each topographic index class. It was shown that in terms 

of storage deficit, Beven and Wood (1983) suggested that a suitable functional form for 

the vertical flux vq  at any point i  is 

    

                                     
di

uz
v tD

S
q =                                                                                    (4.12) 
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Where uzS   is storage in the unsaturated (gravity drainage) zone, iD  is the local 

saturated zone deficit due to gravity drainage, and dependent on the depth of the local 

water table. Parameter dt  is a time constant, expressed as a mean residence time for 

vertical flow per unit of deficit. Equation (4.12) is the equation of a linear store but with a 

time constant ditD  that increases with increasing depth to the water table. There is no 

physical justification for this functional form, but it has the advantage for lower values of 

the index where the water table is predicted as being deeper below the surface and yet it 

only introduces one parameter value. It has generally been found that modeling results 

are not very sensitive to this parameter. 

TOPMODEL follows the widely adopted practice of calculating actual 

evapotranspiration, aE as a function of potential evaporation, pE , and root zone moisture 

storage for cases where aE  cannot be specified directly. In the TOPMODEL description 

evaporation is allowed at the full potential rate for water draining freely in the 

unsaturated zone and for predicted areas of surface saturation. When the gravity drainage 

zone is exhausted, evapotranspiration may continue to deplete the root zone store at the 

rate aE , given by  

 

                                                                    
maxr

rz
pa S

SEE =                                                                        (4.13) 

 

Where rzS  and maxrS are, respectively, root zone storage and maximum available root 

zone storage. If some effective root zone depth rzZ  can be assumed, maxrS  can be 

estimated approximately from  

 

                                                                   ( )wpfcrzr ZS θθ −=max               (4.14) 

  

Where fcθ  moisture is content at field capacity and wpθ   is moisture content at wilting 

point. For calibration it is only necessary to specify a value for the single parameter maxrS . 
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An effective value for maxrS might be greater than that suggested by (4.14) due to 

capillary rise of water into the root zone under dry conditions.  

 

The flux of water entering the water table locally at any time is vq . This drainage 

is also a component of the overall recharge of the saturated zone. To account for the 

catchment average water balance, all the local recharges have to be summed. If vQ is the 

total recharge to the water table in any time step, then  

 

                                                                         ∑=
i

iivv AqQ .                                                                        (4.15) 

 

Where iA  is the area associated with topographic index class i . 

 

4.2.2 Flow through saturated zone 

Output from the saturated zone is given by the baseflow term, bQ . This may be 

calculated in a distributed sense by the summation of subsurface flows along each of M 

stream channel reaches of length l . From (4.1), we can write  

( )∑
=

−=
M

j

mD
ojb

jeTlQ
1

/tan β    (4.16) 

 

Substituting for jS  using (4.5) and rearranging,  

∑ −−=
j

mD
jjb ealQ /

_
γ

    (4.17) 

 

Since ja  represents contributing area per unit contour length, then  

                                                                   Aal
m

j
jj =∑

=1
                                                    (4.18) 

Therefore 

          mD
b eAeQ /

_
−−= γ

     (4.19) 
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Where A is the total catchment area. It is therefore possible to calculate baseflow in terms 

of the average catchment storage deficit ( D  ):  

mD
ob eQQ /

_
−=      (4.20) 

 

Where oQ  = γ−Ae  is the discharge when D  equals zero. This is the same form as that 

originally assumed by Beven and Kirkby (1979).  

The catchment average storage deficit before each time step is updated by 

subtracting the unsaturated zone recharge and adding the baseflow calculated for the 

previous time step, thus  

[ ]AQQDD
tt vbtt /

11
1

__

−−
−+= −     (4.21) 

 

Equation (4.20) can be used to initialize the saturated zone of the model at the start 

of a run. If an initial discharge, tQ  = 0, is known and assumed to be only the result of 

drainage from the saturated zone, (4.20) can be inverted to give a value for D  at time t  = 

0 as  

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−= =

0

0
_

ln
Q

QmD t     (4.22) 

Once 
_
D is a known, local value of initial storage deficit can be calculated from (4.5).  

 

4.3 Computation of ln(a/tanβ) index in each grid  square 
 Upslope area not only represents the flow direction of water, but also the 

accumulated area draining through a point. For a girded DEM, the upslope area can be 

generalized as the number of cells that drain into a specified cell multiplied by the area of 

a grid cell. For a given grid cell, the upslope area can be expressed as, 

 

 Upslope area = N∆d2                      (4.23) 

 

 Where N is the number of upslope cells i.e. flow accumulation and ∆d is the grid 
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 spacing. Based on this relationship, a ridge point i.e. a point that has no drainage inputs, 

would have zero upslope area, while a pit could have a very high upslope area since it can 

be drained into from all sides. 
An increase in grid cell size shift the distribution towards higher value of 

ln(a/tan β ). Conversely, a decrease in the grid cell size shifts the distribution towards 

lower value of ln(a/tan β ). In order to calculate ln (a/tan β ) index in each grid square, the 

contributing area for that grid square need to calculated and then divided by the tangent 

of the slope relevant to that grid. If it is assumed that all the directions have the same 

water transportation probability, then the area drained by unit length of contour can be 

calculated as 

 

 
nL
Aa =          (4.24) 

Where,   

n= number of downward stream direction 

L = Effective contour length orthogonal to the direction of flow  

A = Total area drained by current grid square (total upslope area) 

 

The value of tan β can be computed as 

 ∑
=

=
n

i
in 1

tan1tan ββ        (4.25) 

Where tan βI is the slope of the line connecting the current grid square with the further 

most grid square in the i-th downstream direction, Therefore, 
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The amount of area ‘A’ that contributes in each i
th downstream direction, then it 

is thus calculated as: 

 

⎥
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⎥
⎥
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1
tan
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β

β        (4.28) 

  

 In this study the Topographic index was calculated using formula ln (a/tan β ). 

The maximum and minimum value of Topographic index value was 23.4882 and 6.0950 

respectively. These topographic index distribution values were reclassified into 29 classes 

to fit in the limitation of less than or equal to 30 classes of the TOPMODEL program 

available, Fig. 5.9 shows the spatial distribution of Topographic index in the watershed.  

 

 

 

4.4 Organization of Stores in TOPMODEL  
There are various ways of organizing the stores in TOPMODEL. In this model 

routing water from the surface to the saturated zone is accomplished using a series of 

relatively simple stores.  In any series of stores, the discharge hydrograph will be most 

sensitive to the action of the least dynamic store (Kirkby, 1975 & Beven and Kirkby, 

1979). This principal applies to a series of non-linear stores such as those perceived to 

exist in catchment hydrology. It is important to accurately represent the non-linearity of 

the most slowly responding store, while more dynamic stores may be approximated by 

simpler, linear representations (Beven, 1995). Kirkby (1975) presents data that suggests 

that the saturated zone is typically the slowest to respond. Therefore, TOPMODEL uses a 

non-linear store in the saturated zone and a simple linear store in the dynamic zone. A 

revised formulation of the TOPMODEL stores has been given by Quinn (1991), Beven 

(1991), Quinn and Beven (1993) shown in fig.4.1 for the case of saturation expressed in 

terms of depth to the water table. There will be one such collection of stores for each a/ oT  

tan β class shown in fig. 4.2. This is a schematic representation of storage elements 
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within a discrete  ln(a/tan β ) increment representation of a catchment area, shows the 

root zone storage store Srz, vertical drainage store Suz and recharge to the saturated zone 

qv for one increment, and area ai, draining through a particular point i. The shaded area 

represents the area of surface saturation. The Vertical Drainage Storage is controlled by 

the local gravity drainage storage stores deficit saturation, Si, which is equivalent to the 

quantity of water required to completely fill this upper storage zone. Vertical flow, qv 

from the SUZ to the saturation zone will occur only when the moisture content of the root 

zone storage has exceeded the field capacity, 1θ∆  is an effective drained porosity and 

oψ is an effective depth of capillary fringe assumed to be at saturation. The concept of 

non-active moisture reflects the idea that the field capacity of the soil must be filled 

before drainage will occur to the water table. The very simplest conversion between a 

storage deficit due to drainage and water table depth assumes the rapid gravity drainage 

effects only the largest pores, down to some ‘field capacity’, and that the difference in 

storage between saturation and field capacity does not change with depth.  

 

 
Fig 4.1. A simple version of vertical storage in TOPMODEL presented by 

Quinn (1991), Beven (1991) and Quinn and Beven (1993) 

 

Suz 
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4.5 Ove 

 

 

4.5 Overland Flow and Channel Routing 
             In small catchments, it may be acceptable to assume all surface runoff reaches 

the outlet in one time step. But, for large catchments, routing of surface runoff is 

required. Beven and Kirkby (1979) incorporated an overland flow delay function and a 

channel routing function into TOPMODEL. For overland flow, the travel time, t, to the 

outlet from any point in the watershed can be calculated by:  

                               ( )[ ]∑
=

=
N

i
ii vxt

1

tan*/ β                                                       (4.29) 

 
Where: 

  t          =   Travel time or time delay 

ix        =   length of the flow path containing N  segments (m) 

Fig 4.2 Schematic representation of storage elements 
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iβtan   =   slope of the i
th  segment 

 v        =    velocity parameter (m/hr)  

If the velocity parameter is assumed constant then this equation allows a unique 

time delay histogram to be derived on the basis of basin topography for any runoff 

contributing area extent. The above method for routing overland surface runoff is not 

employed in the vision of TOPMODEL used in this study. TOPMODEL does not use a 

grid-based procedure for routing rainfall excess or surface runoff, through a watershed. 

One of the input files containing the percent of the total watershed area downstream of 

the corresponding distance from the watershed outlet along the length of the main 

channel. This data is used to route rainfall excess by delaying it from reaching the outlet. 

To simplify method even further, the surface runoff is assumed to be generated uniformly 

over the entire watershed. This means that for routing purpose surface runoff generation 

is based on topographic index distribution. 

 

4.6 Specific version of TOPMODEL used in this study                    

4.6.1 History  

 Professor Mike Kirkby (1974), from the School of Geography, University of 

Leeds, received funding from UK Natural Environment Research Council, to start 

development of TOPMODEL. Keith Beven used punch cards to program the first 

versions in Fortran IV on an ICL 1904S mainframe computer. Since 1974 there have 

been many versions of TOPMODEL developed by various group. The version of 

TOPMODEL used in the study has been downloaded from one of the following web 

sites: http://www.es.lancs.ac.uk/es/Freeware/ Freeware.html 

This site contains complete bibliography, news bulletins and Frequently Asked 

Questions pages about TOPMODEL. Several different programs can be downloaded, 

including some Fortran source code for both the model and the GRIDATB digital terrain 

analysis program for deriving the topographic index from raster elevation data.  In this 

site two version of TOPMODEL one is DOS based version and another is Windows 

based version are available. In this study, the windows based version was used instead of 
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the DOS based version. TOPMODEL is distributed freely for two conditions only, for 

commercial or paid consultancy purposes and for Research purposes. 

 

4.6.2 Parameters 

In the Windows based version TOPMODEL parameters required are as follows: 

  m       =     The parameter of the exponential transmissivity function or  recession        

curve (units of depth, m).             

ln( oT )  =      The natural logarithm of the effective transmissivity of the soil when just     

saturated. A homogeneous soil through out the catchment is assumed (units   

of m^2/h).  

SRmax   =      The soil profile storage available for transpiration, i.e. an available 

          water capacity (units of depth, m). 

SRinit     =      The initial storage deficit in the root zone (an initialisation parameter, set as     

proportion of SRmax) (unite of depth, m). 

ChVel    =     An effective surface routing velocity for scaling the distance /area or                   

                      network width function. Liner routing is assumed (unit of m/h). 

 

           For simplicity TOPMODEL parameters are reduced to 5 parameters for 

calibration. The ‘m’ parameter characterized the decrease in hydraulic conductivity with 

depth and it also controls the effective depth of the soil profile, or in other words, the 

depth of the soil down to the saturated zone. It does this in combination with the ‘ln ( oT )’ 

parameter, which defines the transmissivity of the soil profile when saturated to the 

surface. A large value of ‘m’ increases the active depth of the soil profile and a smaller 

value of ‘m’ decreases the depth. In the study area the soil depth is about 1.5 to 2.0 m.           

A high value of ‘ln ( oT )’ when coupled with a small ‘m’ results in a shallow effective soil 

with pronounced transmissivity decay (Beven et al., 1995). SRmax and SRinit are the 

available water capacity and initial storage deficit in the root zone, it is set as proportion 

of SRmax respectively. Here the ChVel parameter is the effective surface routing velocity 

for scaling distance/area routing procedure. Linear routing is assumed which units are 

meters per hour. The interception/root zone component is very useful to reduce the 
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number of parameter. In the TOPMODEL the parameters i.e. ‘m’, ln ( oT ), SRmax, SRinit 

and ChVel were adjusted in such way that it gives maximum efficiency in both 

calibration and validation period.   

4.6.3 Input Files in Windows based version of TOPMODEL 

Four input files must be constructed before TOPMODEL will execute. The four files are 

as follows: 

1. Project Title (Text description of application): -This is the name of the 

project.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.  Catchment Datafile (Catchment Datafile filename)  

The Catchment Data file contains Project Title name in the first line, in the second 

line No. of Topographic index interval and Total watershed area, in the third line from 

left to right (column wise) fractional watershed area and there associated ln(a/tan β ) 

increment.. With the help of Ilwis 3.3 Academic the maximum 23.4882 and minimum 

6.0950 Topographic index values were calculated. These Topographic index values were 

reclassified into 29 classes. The input file used in this study is shown in Appendix A.  

 For Routing calculation the first line is No. of Routing interval and in the second 

line from left to right, cumulative area of catchment in percent and their associate main 

stream distance from the catchment outlet. Assume that a1 represent 50% of the total 

area. Also assume that d1, the distance between along the main channel from the subarea 

divided to the watershed boundary, equal 6109.5 m and d2, the distance along the main 

channel from the outlet to the sub area divide, equals 6109.5 m. 

 

Fig. 4.3 Window containing Load Project File and other input data files 
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 This file also contain five parameters i.e ‘m’,’ln( oT )’,’SRmax’, ‘SRinit’ and ‘ChVel’ 

in which initial value with minimum and maximum values to be used (discussed in 

section 4.6.2). These parameter were used in calibration and validation run of the model. 

The calibration and validation of parameter were started with parameter m. The value of 

parameter ‘m’ was varied, holding values of remaining four parameters at initial value 

and value of parameter ‘m’ was determined which yield the highest efficiency ‘EFF’. 

Then the parameter ‘m’ assigned just determined value and next parameter ln( oT ) was 

varied with an effort to further maximize efficiency. Then next parameter is SRmax start to 

set as which give maximum efficiency. This method was repeated for ’SRmax’,’SRinit’ 

and ‘ChVel’ parameters in succession to arrive at a set of parameters, which gave highest 

value of efficiency EFF. These parameters were further refined by giving computed 

parameters as initial guess in second round of execution runs with narrow band of upper 

               This indicates that 0% of the area is downstream of the outlet. 

No. of Routing interval. 

85025’E 

24017’30”N 

Fig.4.4 Discussion of watershed to illustrate routing method in TOPMODEL  

d2.

a1.

d1.

a2  

3

0.0 0.0
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1.0 12219.0 
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and lower limits and in this way set of parameter was chosen which gave highest value of 

‘EFF’ for both calibration and validation period. The ‘m’ parameter characterizes the 

decrease in hydraulic conductivity with depth. The simulated hydrograph generated by 

TOPMODEL is sensitive to changes in the ‘m’ parameter. In this study value of ‘m’ 

parameter was between 0.07 to 0.09 was taken which show more soil depth. The ln( oT ) 

parameter is the natural logarithm of the effective transmissivity of the soil when just 

saturated. The simulated hydrograph generated by TOPMODEL is sensitive to changes in 

the ln( oT ) parameter, although not as sensitive as to changes in the ‘m’ parameter. In this 

study value of ln( oT ) was between 5.0 to 7.0. Similarly the parameter ‘SRmax’, the soil 

profile storage available for transpiration i.e. available water capacity and ‘SRinit’ the 

initial storage deficit in the root zone which is always set as proportion of SRmax value 

were given for calibration and validation. The ChVel parameter is the effective surface 

routing velocity for scaling the distance/area routing procedure. Linear routing is 

assumed and the units are meters per hour. In this study the ChVel value parameter was 

3600. The input file for this file is shown in Appendix A. 

 

 3. Rainfall/ET/Discharge Datafile (Hydrological Input Data filename)  

In Rainfall/ET/Discharge Datafile, the first line contains the number of time steps and 

length of time steps. The file also contains three columns of data. The columns from left 

to right are: rainfall, evapotranspiration and discharge rate, each column units were in 

m/h. Six years rainfall (mm) and discharge (m3/sec) data were collected from DVC. Due 

to unavailability of data five-month data were used in this study. Only 12-hour data was 

available for all months. First of all 12-hour data was converted to 24-hour data then both 

rainfall and discharge data were converted to m/h. In this study, Hargreaves Method was 

used to calculate the potential evapotranspiration, Equation (4.30). This PET is also 

converted from mm/day to m/h. The input file for this file is shown in Appendix B. 

 

From Hargreaves Method, 

 

PET=0.0023*Rext*(Tavg+17.8)* (Tmax-Tmin)               (4.30) 
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Where,  

 PET=Potential evapotranspiration (mm/day) 

 Rext=Daily extra terrestrial radiation (watts/m2) 

 Tmax= Daily maximum temperature (0C) 

 Tmin= Daily minimum temperature (0C) 

 Tavg= daily average temperature (0C) 

 Note: Radiation 1 watt/m2=0.0035 mm/day 
 
  

4.Topogapraphic Index Map filename (was left blank, but one line introduced) 

In this study Topographic Index Map filename was not generated using option 

available in this model. However, this map also can be generated using ILWIS 3.3 

Academic.  
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CHAPTER V 

MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY 
 

5.1 Materials used 

5.1.1. Toposheet      

The Survey of India toposheet No. 72H/7/SE and   72H/8/NE of scale 1:25000 were used 

for delineation of the study area and preparing the drainage map. 

 

5.1.2. Satellite Data    

 A satellite date of LISS IV dated 1.11.2001 was used for Land use / land cover mapping 

(Fig. 3. 2). 

 

5.1.3. Drainage Map 

With the help of Drainage map the longest stream length was calculated. The drainage 

map of Karso watershed is shown in fig. 5.1. 

 
 Fig.5.1 Drainage map of Karso watershed (Source: Topographic map)  
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5.1.4. Hydrometeorological Data  

Six years data Rainfall, PET, Discharge data (1994 to 1999) data were used in this study. 

For PET calculation Hargreaves Method was used. Due to unavailability of data five 

months data i.e. June to October month’s data were used. All the data was converted into 

a same unit i.e. m/h, required for the model, see Appendix B. 

 

5.2. Softwares used  

5.2.1. ERDAS Imagine 8.6 

The ERDAS (Earth Resources Data Analysis System) imagine processing software’s was 

used to Georeferencing of Toposheet and Satellite data.  This software has good 

capabilities for exporting of images from one format to another, rectification of 

imageries, subsetting of images etc. 

5.2.2. ArcView 3.2a and ArcGIS 9.1 

In this study ArcView 3.2a GIS  and ArcGIS softwares developed by ESRI 

(Environmental Systems Research Institute) has been used extensively for digitizing all 

the layers i.e. Land use/ land cover map, Soil map, Drainage map etc. and arranging all 

the layers in proper sequence.  

5.2.3. ILWIS 3.3 Academic 

 In the study ILWIS 3.3 Academic was used for calculating DEM, Sink removal, 

Topographic index etc. for the study.  

5.2.4. Microsoft Office  

MS Word was used for writing project and MS Excel was used for calculating Rainfall 

data, Discharge data and PET data. 

 

5.3. Methodology  
For Topographic index calculation following methodology was used: 

5.3.1 Delineation of the Study Area  

The Karso watershed was delineated in two survey of India toposheet No.72H/7/SE and   

72H/8/NE scale 1:25000. The delineation of the study area was done based on the ridge 
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and contour line. After delineation of the study area contour, drainage maps were 

generated. The Drainage map is shown in fig.5.1.  

 

5.3.2 DEM Generation  

DEM can be prepared based on photogram metrical techniques, point interpolation 

techniques or through interpolation of existing contours. The generation of a DEM 

always introduces a number of “artificial” topographic features that should be detected 

and corrected. Hydrologically, the most serious of these features are pit (sink features) 

and to a lesser extent, dam features. Pit occurs at points that do not have any neighbors 

with lower elevation. Pit generally appear in flatter areas where even a 1-m error in 

elevation can be enough to produce a close depression, while on steeper slope a higher 

variation would be required. Artificial pits in a DEM will cause serious problem for any 

subsequent algorithm that depends on mapping hydrologically connected regions, such as 

in the calculation of upslope area. In ILWIS 3.3 Academic the sink free DEM was 

created by DEM hydro-processing (Fill sink command). The sink free DEM is shown in 

fig. 5.2. 
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Fig.5.2 DEM of Karso watershed 

 

5.3.3 Slope map 

With the help of slope map the maximum rate of change across the surface can be 

calculated. The lower the slope value, the flatter the terrain; the higher the slope value, 

the steeper the terrain. In the present study the slope in degree fig. 5.3 is converted to 

radian fig. 5.4 in ILWIS 3.3 Academic for further processing. The slope map is generated 

using contour map.  
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                               Fig.5.3 Slope map (in degree) of Karso watershed 

 
 

Fig.5.4 Slope map (in radian) of Karso watershed  
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5.3.4 Flow Direction and Flow Accumulation map 

Flow direction is calculated for every central pixel in input blocks of 3 by 3 

pixels, each time comparing the value of the central pixel with the value of its 8 

neighbouring pixels. There are eight output directions relating to the eight adjacent cells 

in to which flow might occur. Of the possible eight directions the one with the maximum 

downward slope is selected and stored in the flow direction matrix. The flow direction 

map fig.5.5 was created by DEM hydro- processing. 

 The flow accumulation operation performs a cumulative count of the number of 

pixels that naturally drain into outlets. The operation can be used to find the drainage 

pattern of a terrain. As input the operation uses the output map of the flow direction 

operation. The output map contains cumulative hydrologic flow values that represent the 

number of input pixels, which contribute any water to the outlets. The flow accumulation 

map was also created in DEM hydro- processing with the help of flow direction. 

 

 
 
 Fig.5.5 Flow direction map of Karso watershed  
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5.3.5 Topographic index calculation 
 

Upslope area not represents only the flow direction of water, but also the 

accumulated area draining through a point. For a gridded DEM, the upslope area can be 

generalized as the number of cells that drain into a specified call multiplied by the area of 

a grid cell. For a given grid cell, the upslope area can be expressed as, 

 

 Upslope area= N∆d2       (5.1) 

  

Where N is the number of upslope cells i.e. flow accumulation and ∆d is the grid 

spacing. Based on this relationship, a ridge point i.e. a point that has no drainage inputs, 

would have zero upslope area, while a pit could have a very high upslope area since it can 

be drained into from all sides. 

 The Topographic index is defined as the natural log of upslope area divided by the 

slope i.e. ln (a/ tan β ). In this study the Topographic index was calculated using formula 

ln (flow accumulation /tan β ). Where flow accumulation is the Upslope area ‘a’ and   

tan β  is the slope. After generation of slope map in ILWIS 3.3 Academic again slope 

map is converted to radian by giving command  because TOPMODEL required slope in 

radian. By using formula LN(Flow accumulation map*30*30/Slope map in RADIAN) in 

ILWIS 3.3 Academic the Topographic index map is calculated (sea flow chart). Here 

flow accumulation map is ‘a’. By giving this formula in ILWIS 3.3 Academic. 

Topographic index map was generated. The maximum and minimum value of 

Topographic was 23.4882 and 6.0950 respectively. These topographic index distribution 

values were reclassified in to 29 classes to fit in the limitation of less than or equal to 30 

classes of the TOPMODEL program available, fig. 5.6 shows the spatial distribution of 

Topographic index in the catchment. A Tabular distributaries of topographic index file 

Catch.Cat. (sea APENDIX-A) have been generated having in the first line  in the first line 

Project Title, second line No. of topographic index interval and Total watershed area; and  

third  left to right fractional catchment area and associated ln(a/tan β ) values from large 

to small have been arranged. 
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Fig.5.6 Topographic index map of Karso watershed 
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   CHAPTER VI 

RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
                    

6.1 Model Calibration and Validation: - 

6.1.1 Model Calibration 

 Model allows hydrologists to study complex problems in an attempt to simulate 

and even predict hydrologic behavior. However, model results depend entirely on the 

model assumptions, inputs, and parameter estimates. Model calibration is the adjustment 

of parameters of mathematical or numerical model in order to optimize the agreement 

between observed data and model output, in other words its main purpose is to 

minimizing the difference between simulated and observed data. Calibration is 

considered to be necessary because there may be uncertainties in the model input and it 

gives only simplified representations of the catchment’s physical processes, which 

operate at a range of scales, which are not always compatible with the catchment or grid 

scale.  

  Most models typically contain two types of parameters, “physical” parameters 

and “process” parameters. Physical parameters are properties of a watershed that can be 

physically measured. Examples of physical parameter are watershed area, the surface 

slope and the contributing areas above a point. Process parameters include average 

watershed effective transmissivity of the soil, effective surface routing velocity, decrease 

in hydraulic conductivity with depth and SCS curve number.  The calibration process 

consists of two parts parameter specification and parameter estimation. First one is 

parameter specification, in this method the previous knowledge of watershed properties 

and behavior is used to determine initial values for model parameters. Physical parameter 

estimates are obtained from field measurements or maps. Values and ranges of possible 

values for process parameters are determined based on judgment, consideration of the 

hydrology of the watershed and second one is parameter estimation, in this method the 

initial estimates for process parameters are adjusted within the range of possible values. 

These parameters are adjusted until the performance of the model more closely matches 
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the behavior of the watershed. This adjustment can be done either manually or using 

computer based optimization methods.  

 In this study the model is calibrated based on five parameters. These are m, ln 

( oT ), SRmax, SRinit and ChVel (discussed in section 4.6.2). In this model three years data 

was given for calibration (i.e. from 1994 to 1996). A time step of 24 hour was selected 

for computations to calibrate the model. All five parameters were assigned with initial 

values. The calibration of parameters was started with parameter ‘m’. The value of 

parameter ‘m’ was varied, holding values of remaining four parameters at initial value 

and value of parameter ‘m’ was determined which yield the highest efficiency. ln ( oT ) 

was varied with an effort to further maximize efficiency. This method was repeated for 

remaining parameters to arrive at a set of parameters, which gave highest value of 

efficiency EFF. For best fit the efficiency value move towards 1 and the other three 

criterions should move closer to zero. After each run four objective functions or indices 

of goodness of fit are given evaluation. These are:  

 

 The Nash and Sutcliffe efficiency, EFF = (1-σi
2/σ2

obs) where σi
2 is residual 

variance and σ 2 obs is the observed variance. 

 

 Sum of squared errors, SSE = ∑ −
n

simuobs QQ
1

2)(  

 

 Sum of squared log error, SLE = ∑ −
n

simuobs QQ
1

2)}log({log(  

 

 Sum of absolute error, SAE = ∑ −
n

simuobs QQ
1

 

Where, obsQ  and simuQ  are observed and simulated flow respectively. The model 

efficiency varies from year to year. In the calibration run, the highest efficiency value in 

the year 1994 was 0.60 and lowest efficiency value in the year 1995 was 0.524, which 

can be seen in fig. 6.1, and 6.2 respectively.  
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Following figures show how the simulated and observed hydrograph of year 1994, 1995 

and 1996 respectively are varying (Calibration period): - 

Year 1994
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Fig. 6.1   Observed and simulated hydrograph of Karso watershed during  
calibration (1994) 

 
 

In year 1994, base flow is well simulated by model but out of two peak floods, 

first one is well simulated by the model while second one is under estimated this may be 

due to high intensity of rainfall. It is observed that moderate floods are well simulated by 

the model. 
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Year 1995
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 Fig. 6.2 Observed and simulated hydrograph of Karso watershed during 
calibration (1995) 

 
 

In year 1995, base flow is simulated very well during two month. In August and 

September the base flow is under simulated. All moderate peaks are well simulated 

except one high peak flood was under simulated. 
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Fig. 6.3 Observed and simulated hydrograph of Karso watershed during 
calibration (1996) 

 
In year 1996, the base flow is well simulated by the model before the month of 

July but after that the base flow is underestimated. But moderate flood peak simulation is 

acceptable. 

 
 

Table- 6.1 Yearly values for calibration 
 

Calibration year Efficiency SSE SLE SAE 

1994 0.60 9.24E-6 3.25E+2 0.059 

1995 0.524 9.83E-6 3.73E+2 0.075 

1996 0.598 9.30E-6 3.65E+2 0.061 
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Table-6.2 Calibration model parameters 

Calibration year m ln ( oT ) SRmax SRinit ChVel 

1994 0.07 7.0 0.001 0 3600 

1995 0.05 5.0 0.002 0 3600 

1996 0.09 7.0 0.003 0 3600 

 

 

6.1.2 Model Validation 

 The model was run again for validation with the above same parameters used in 

the calibration period, but different input data series and the resulting efficiency, was 

compared with the calibration efficiency. Same set of optimized parameters during 

calibration was used to run the model. As can be seen from Table 6.3 the efficiency of 

model is varying from year to year with a high value in the year 1998 is 0.653 and 

minimum in year 1997 was 0.348. 
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Following figures show how the simulated and observed hydrograph of year 1997, 1998 

and 1999 respectively are varying (Validation period): - 

Year 1997
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 Fig. 6.4   Observed and simulated hydrograph of Karso watershed during 
validation (1997) 

 
In year 1997, base flow is well simulated in but some of the moderate peaks are 

also well simulated while two peaks in July and September are highly underestimated 

these two deviation may be due to high intensity rainfall or due to consecutive rainfall 

events. 
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Fig. 6.5 Observed and simulated hydrograph of Karso watershed during 
Validation (1998) 

 
 

Year 1998 shows similar results as 1997 but one high peak during August was 

well simulated. 
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Fig. 6.6 Observed and simulated hydrograph of Karso watershed during  

Validation (1999) 
 

Base flow is well predicted by the model during year 1999 but it is over estimated 

first moderate peak flow.  

 

Table-6.3 Yearly values for validation run 

Validation year Efficiency SSE SLE SAE 

1997 0.348 6.26E-6 4.84E+2 0.065 

1998 0.653 4.26E-6 2.64E+2 0.028 

1999 0.632 4.20E-6 2.68E+2 0.029 
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Table-6.4 Validation model parameter 

Validation year m ln ( oT ) SRmax SRinit ChVel 

1997 0.06 5.17 0.001 0 3600 

1998 0.09 7.0 0.004 0 3600 

1999 0.05 7.1 0.002 0 3600 

 

The maximum value of Topographic index class was 23.4882 and minimum 

Topographic index class was 6.0950. High index values are associated with river channel 

and low with upland area. The upland area does not contribute directly to runoff. From 

the Topographic index distribution of Karso watershed it can be seen that most of the 

watershed areas are low index class values, which reflect that saturated zone in the 

watershed is relatively less. This is due to forest and vegetation covers, which are about 

57.20% and cause little towards infiltration excess runoff. This is the main reason for the 

low efficiency values of year between 1994 to1996, calibration period is 0.574 (average); 

for validation period of year between 1997 to 1999 is 0.544 (average). More than 50% 

forest and vegetation cover in the area causes more evapotranspiration. This causes less 

initial root zone deficit. The model simulated the rise and fall of seasonal peak flow 

through the five months period. The calibration and velidation period plot of observed 

and simulated hydrographs showed that the model reproduced the rise and fall of 

seasonal peak flows very well. This was also observed in validation period.  It was also 

observed during calibration and validation period that parameter like SRinit and ChVel for 

runoff estimation is negligible. It may be due to forest and vegetation cover having large 

moisture holding capacity.  

 Another reason for less efficiency is the soil depth, because TOPMODEL will be 

best suited to watershed with shallow soils. In the study area the soil depth is about 1.5 to 

2.0 m. In the calibration and validation period the ‘m’ parameter value was high. The 
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large values of ‘m’ indicate a deeper effective soil allowing more rainfall to infiltrate the 

soil. If the values of ‘m’ small, the proportion of rainfall that reaches the outlet via a 

surface route is increased. This occurs because small values of ‘m’ indicate a more 

shallow effective soil allowing less rainfall to infiltrate the soil. 

 The ‘m’ parameter also has a significant impact on the subsurface portion of the 

runoff. For small values of ‘m’, the amount of subsurface flow decreased and moves 

toward the outlet very quickly, in fact, it arrives at the outlet almost coincident with the 

surface flow. This result in large peak flows and very little contribution to baseflow after 

the rainfall has ended. This phenomenon can be attributed to the shallow effective soil 

associated with small values of ‘m’. For large values of ‘m’, the amount of subsurface 

flow increases and moves toward the outlet very slowly, arriving at the outlet over a long 

time span. 
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CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

 
The present work aims at to evaluate the TOPMODEL applicability to the Karso 

watershed. TOPMODEL is a distributed topographically based hydrological model was 

applied to simulate cotinously the runoff hydrogrpah of Karso watershed. It is a variable 

contributing area conceptual model in which topography controls the soil water storage 

and runoff generation. In this model the total flow is calculated as the sum of two terms: 

surface runoff and flow in saturated zone. The TOPMODEL is attractive because of its 

structural simplicity and consideration of only a few parameters. 

Calibration and validation of the TOPMODEL was carried out on Karso 

watershed. DEM and Topographic index map were generated through ILWIS 3.3 

Academic software. The maximum and minimum ranges of Topographic index values 

were 23.4882 and 6.0950 respectively. The available data of rainfall, runoff and 

discharge were split into two groups, the first group (1994-1996) was used for calibration 

of the model and the other group (1997-1999) was used to validate model. The 

simulations provided an insight into the response of the catchment at different periods of 

the season. TOPMODEL performed only reasonably well as a continuous hydrograph 

simulator in the Karso watershed. Although the model efficiency is 0.559 during years 

that is less because of high percentage of forest and vegetation cover with the large 

moisture holding capacity. Another cause was soil depth, which is about 1.5 to 2.0 m 

allowing more rainfall to infiltrate the soil. TOPMODEL is best suitable for shallow soil 

but in the study area the soil depth is 1.5 to 2.0 m.   
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(BY DEM HYDRO-
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FILL SINK DEM 

FLOW DIRECTION 
(BY DEM HYDRO-

PROCESSING) 

SLOPE MAP (IN DEGREE) 
(WITH THE HELP OF CONTOUR MAP) 

SLOPE MAP (IN RADIAN) 
(FORMULA : OUTMAP=DEGRAD (Inmap)) 

DELINATION OF STUDY AREA 
AND WATERSHED BOUNDRY 

EXTRACTION 

FLOW ACCUMULATION 
(BY DEM HYDRO-

PROCESSING) 

TOPOGRAPHIC INDEX = ln (FLOW ACCUMULATION *30*30/SLOPE MAP (IN RADIAN ))

  

Topographic index calculation  
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APPENDIX -A 
 

File name-Catch.Cat 
 
Karso watershed Project Title. 

29  27.41  No. of topographic index intervals, Total watershed area. 

.00000  23.4882 

.00933  22.8670 

.07648  22.2485 

.04371  21.6246 

.05278  21.0035 

.05761  20.3823 

.05508  19.7611 

.07257  19.1399 

.07980  18.5186 

.08709  17.8975 Tabular distributaries of topographic index.  

.08667  17.2763 

.09360  16.6552 

.07313  16.0340 

.05495  15.4128 

.04762  14.7916 

.03093  14.1704 

.01798  13.5492 

.01255  12.9280 

.00943  12.3069 

.00700  11.6857 

.00477  11.0645 

.00940  10.4433 

.00644    9.8221 

.00519    9.2009 

.00138    8.5797 

.00207    7.9586 
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.00118    7.3374 

.00069    6.7162 

.00056    6.0950 

 

3   No. of routing intervals. 

0.0   0.0  Routing data.   

0.5   6109.5 

1.0   12219.0 

0.07  0.02  0.012 m parameter 

5.0  1.0   10.0 ln( oT ) parameter 

0.03 0.01   0.1 SRmax parameter 

0.001   0.0   1.0 SRinit parameter 

3600.   1000.   5000. ChVel parameter 
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APPENDIX -B 
 

File name-_Calib.PEQ 
For year 1994 

153  24.0    No. of time steps, length of time steps in hours. 

   .0000000  .0003034  .0000263 Rainfall, evapotranspiration and discharge. 

   .0000000  .0003220  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0003000  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002912  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002828  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002360  .0000263 

   .0001042  .0002315  .0000263 

   .0001250  .0001623  .0000282 

   .0008292  .0001759  .0000335 

   .0004833  .0001624  .0000427 

   .0015833  .0001478  .0000896 

   .0008750  .0001517  .0001094 

   .0005750  .0001649  .0000609 

   .0003333  .0001676  .0000328 

   .0001167  .0001626  .0000369 

   .0007583  .0001626  .0000444 

   .0000000  .0001902  .0000326 

   .0000083  .0001698  .0000263 

   .0000500  .0001715  .0000263 

   .0000542  .0001626  .0000263 

   .0003542  .0001924  .0000269 

   .0005792  .0001923  .0000971 

   .0015917  .0001517  .0000602 

   .0000917  .0001695  .0000328 

   .0000625  .0001966  .0000315 

   .0001958  .0002023  .0009995 
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   .0047208  .0001688  .0001231 

   .0001250  .0001718  .0001012 

   .0002708  .0001672  .0000328 

   .0000083  .0001781  .0000280 

   .0000500  .0001709  .0000263 

   .0000917  .0002002  .0000263 

   .0012708  .0001770  .0000897 

   .0000375  .0001892  .0000302 

   .0000000  .0001925  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001721  .0000263 

   .0000250  .0001596  .0000284 

   .0001542  .0001432  .0000263 

   .0000750  .0001575  .0000263 

   .0003125  .0001408  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001742  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001846  .0000263 

   .0000875  .0001937  .0000558 

   .0005583  .0001496  .0001537 

   .0002500  .0001548  .0000295 

   .0000000  .0001546  .0000271 

   .0003667  .0001648  .0000577 

   .0005083  .0001963  .0000328 

   .0000083  .0001971  .0000320 

   .0000000  .0001660  .0000278 

   .0008083  .0001572  .0000680 

   .0016125  .0001815  .0001149 

   .0000250  .0001923  .0000985 

   .0003500  .0001650  .0001361 

   .0009958  .0001543  .0002626  

   .0001167  .0001664  .0000820 

   .0001667  .0001983  .0000328 
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   .0003375  .0002084  .0000328 

   .0007250  .0001533  .0000328 

   .0000708  .0001596  .0000298 

   .0000000  .0001697  .0000263 

   .0001458  .0001987  .0000273 

   .0004625  .0001932  .0000380 

   .0006750  .0001682  .0000643 

   .0009500  .0001566  .0000328 

   .0001667  .0001563  .0000328 

   .0001542  .0001525  .0000328 

   .0000667  .0001569  .0000328 

   .0002000  .0001741  .0000328 

   .0003708  .0001781  .0000328 

   .0000125  .0001732  .0000284 

   .0000375  .0001651  .0000273 

   .0000042  .0001704  .0000353 

   .0002875  .0001545  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001733  .0000263 

   .0008917  .0001885  .0001545 

   .0011292  .0001927  .0001231 

   .0000458  .0001712  .0000567 

   .0002250  .0001704  .0001210 

   .0022458  .0001518  .0002981 

   .0002542  .0001496  .0000793  

   .0000000  .0001509  .0000328 

   .0000500  .0001492  .0000328 

   .0001125  .0001499  .0000328 

   .0000042  .0001493  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001549  .0000328 

   .0007208  .0001558  .0000328 

   .0001833  .0001224  .0000328 
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   .0000917  .0001396  .0000328 

   .0000542  .0001494  .0000328 

   .0000083  .0001488  .0000328 

   .0000708  .0001591  .0000320 

   .0000000  .0001805  .0000271 

   .0001417  .0001704  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001785  .0000779 

   .0011458  .0001822  .0001778 

   .0004083  .0001884  .0000848 

   .0003000  .0001914  .0000670 

   .0001083  .0001440  .0000328 

   .0000792  .0001440  .0000328 

   .0002542  .0001500  .0000574 

   .0000083  .0001534  .0000458 

   .0004583  .0001575  .0000403 

   .0002167  .0001279  .0000328 

   .0000500  .0001395  .0000328 

   .0000833  .0001448  .0000295 

   .0000000  .0001712  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001762  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001882  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001874  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001894  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001813  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001930  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001957  .0000263  

   .0000000  .0001900  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001942  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001876  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001797  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001786  .0000263 
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   .0000083  .0001661  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001515  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001544  .0000263 

   .0004583  .0001371  .0000656 

   .0012500  .0001410  .0005579 

   .0016667  .0001427  .0007316 

   .0000000  .0001272  .0000320 

   .0000000  .0001259  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001379  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001624  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001637  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001644  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001620  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001673  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001678  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001645  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001519  .0000263 

   .0001125  .0001482  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001236  .0000263 

   .0002667  .0001454  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001470  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001426  .0000328 

   .0000500  .0001413  .0000492 

   .0000000  .0001467  .0000320 

   .0000000  .0001528  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001502  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001516  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001526  .0000263 

   .0000500  .0001413  .0000492 

   .0000000  .0001467  .0000320 

   .0000000  .0001528  .0000263 
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   .0000000  .0001502  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001516  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001526  .0000263 

 

 

File name-_Calib.PEQ 

For year 1995 

153  24.0    No. of time steps, length of time steps in hours. 

   .0000000  .0003211  .0000459 Rainfall, evapotranspiration and discharge. 

   .0000000  .0003251  .0000459 

   .0000000  .0003309  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0003332  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0003334  .0000520 

   .0000000  .0003517  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002845  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002926  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002345  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002346  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0003046  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002998  .0000656 

   .0004196  .0002928  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002982  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002781  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002980  .0000656 

   .0000125  .0002784  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002430  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002510  .0000656    

   .0002167  .0002762  .0000656 

   .0000250  .0002485  .0000656 

   .0013333  .0002476  .0000794 

   .0000792  .0001958  .0000572 
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   .0009083  .0001691  .0000777 

   .0000008  .0002046  .0000764 

   .0006458  .0002423  .0000673 

   .0000000  .0002228  .0000870 

   .0000000  .0002024  .0001181 

   .0000000  .0002058  .0001291 

   .0000000  .0002171  .0001291 

   .0000000  .0002375  .0000656 

   .0000250  .0002045  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002032  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002112  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002476  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002393  .0000656 

   .0013375  .0002473  .0000499 

   .0008083  .0002456  .0001050 

   .0002667  .0002524  .0000738 

   .0003333  .0002410  .0001158 

   .0002083  .0001791  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001761  .0000880 

   .0001750  .0001720  .0000880 

   .0006292  .0001523  .0001790 

   .0003167  .0001700  .0001235 

   .0000667  .0001706  .0001812 

   .0002833  .0001731  .0001313 

   .0003375  .0001421  .0001261 

   .0000250  .0001576  .0000880 

   .0003042  .0001490  .0000970 

   .0002917  .0001551  .0000880 

   .0001750  .0001528  .0001643   

   .0010208  .0001365  .0001804 

   .0004875  .0001634  .0001259 
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   .0000000  .0001876  .0000880  

   .0000000  .0001723  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001764  .0000880 

   .0000167  .0002151  .0001024 

   .0006625  .0001745  .0000880 

   .0000708  .0001946  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001954  .0002364 

   .0014750  .0001605  .0001259 

   .0000125  .0001435  .0000934 

   .0006042  .0001671  .0001969 

   .0007167  .0001711  .0003204 

   .0000667  .0001787  .0001313 

   .0000333  .0001888  .0000880 

   .0020000  .0001841  .0009353 

   .0008875  .0001780  .0002243 

   .0009250  .0001717  .0003331 

   .0002958  .0001481  .0001750 

   .0000833  .0001613  .0001313 

   .0001917  .0001515  .0001210 

   .0000167  .0001361  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001639  .0000880  

   .0000542  .0001694  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001701  .0000880 

   .0000750  .0001666  .0000880 

   .0000208  .0001373  .0000988 

   .0004792  .0001649  .0001798 

   .0002417  .0001754  .0001259 

   .0000125  .0001682  .0002432 

   .0012125  .0001749  .0003864 

   .0001042  .0001550  .0002391 

   .0001500  .0001618  .0001238 
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   .0000000  .0001657  .0000880 

   .0000333  .0001777  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001731  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001710  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001647  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001605  .0000852 

   .0000000  .0001588  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001416  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001411  .0001887 

   .0018875  .0001502  .0004978 

   .0000208  .0001229  .0002790 

   .0012708  .0001399  .0003140 

   .0012375  .0001121  .0007439 

   .0007083  .0001558  .0002347 

   .0000250  .0001798  .0001313   

   .0000000  .0001918  .0001313 

   .0002750  .0001965  .0001154 

   .0000042  .0001881  .0000880 

   .0000292  .0001899  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001704  .0000852 

   .0000000  .0001777  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001668  .0000738 

   .0004208  .0001753  .0002735 

   .0020542  .0001766  .0006181 

   .0003750  .0001670  .0003348 

   .0000667  .0001428  .0001757 

   .0000333  .0001401  .0001259 

   .0000125  .0001394  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001398  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001561  .0000660 

   .0000000  .0001567  .0000660 
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   .0000667  .0001577  .0001272 

   .0012167  .0001444  .0002180 

   .0000667  .0001078  .0001259 

   .0000167  .0000908  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001004  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001076  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001605  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001691  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001712  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001649  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001661  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001746  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001716  .0000880 

   .0001083  .0001518  .0000880 

   .0000250  .0001407  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001384  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001427  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001552  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001684  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001673  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001614  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001634  .0000805 

   .0000000  .0001532  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001482  .0000656 

   .0003625  .0001472  .0000684 

   .0001208  .0001509  .0000880 

   .0006042  .0001145  .0002463 

   .0000000  .0001426  .0001259 

   .0000000  .0001453  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001568  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001492  .0000880 
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   .0000000  .0001475  .0000880 

   .0000000  .0001448  .0000852 

   .0000000  .0001458  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001449  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001395  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001434  .0000656 

 

 

File name-_Calib.PEQ 

For year 1996 

 

153  24.0    No. of time steps, length of time steps in hours. 

   .0000625  .0002966  .0000656 Rainfall, evapotranspiration and discharge. 

   .0000000  .0002990  .0000656 

   .0004500  .0003193  .0000656 

   .0002167  .0002728  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002963  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002743  .0000656  

   .0001792  .0002880  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002435  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002234  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002170  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002329  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002424  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002381  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002377  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002427  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002349  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002399  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002235  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002304  .0000656 
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   .0000833  .0002150  .0000656 

   .0003417  .0002037  .0000656 

   .0005917  .0001441  .0000903 

   .0034250  .0000694  .0009736 

   .0045000  .0001340  .0008478 

   .0001000  .0001867  .0001293 

   .0000000  .0001825  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002157  .0000784 

   .0000500  .0002259  .0001067 

   .0015083  .0001616  .0002446 

   .0000500  .0001371  .0001171 

   .0000000  .0002276  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002145  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002234  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002254  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002253  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002150  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002072  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001971  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0002339  .0000656 

   .0000167  .0002291  .0000656 

   .0002125  .0002097  .0000656 

   .0001667  .0001755  .0001121 

   .0009917  .0001987  .0002407 

   .0003750  .0002038  .0001231 

   .0000500  .0001991  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001782  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001871  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001894  .0001149 

   .0011625  .0001984  .0001764 

   .0000542  .0001890  .0002106 
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   .0000542  .0001968  .0002598 

   .0003667  .0001852  .0004157 

   .0002500  .0001328  .0001477 

   .0007583  .0001419  .0001313 

   .0014083  .0001801  .0003911 

   .0008042  .0001823  .0002329 

   .0000000  .0001400  .0001340 

   .0002792  .0001353  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001903  .0001094 

   .0000000  .0002005  .0000670 

   .0000000  .0001952  .0000670 

   .0001708  .0001896  .0001313 

   .0013875  .0001658  .0001641 

   .0047375  .0001599  .0016136 

   .0008500  .0001444  .0003063 

   .0000000  .0001507  .0002489 

   .0009750  .0001556  .0004184 

   .0027333  .0001181  .0014655 

   .0009583  .0001122  .0005415 

   .0001208  .0001007  .0002790 

   .0009083  .0001511  .0002926 

   .0000000  .0001677  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001722  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001761  .0001477 

   .0019667  .0001585  .0002482 

   .0000000  .0001668  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001688  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001520  .0002598 

   .0007167  .0001661  .0010037 

   .0024083  .0001779  .0007384 

   .0000792  .0001302  .0002626 
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   .0004208  .0001550  .0002099 

   .0000458  .0001605  .0001313 

   .0002292  .0001428  .0001313 

   .0000458  .0001576  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001956  .0001805 

   .0003417  .0002477  .0003583 

   .0000000  .0000690  .0001313 

   .0006917  .0001756  .0001313 

   .0000625  .0001647  .0001313 

   .0002333  .0001796  .0004759 

   .0006042  .0001934  .0003915 

   .0000042  .0001614  .0001313 

   .0004208  .0001564  .0002598 

   .0006083  .0002014  .0004321 

   .0001583  .0001861  .0001746 

   .0001500  .0001481  .0001313 

   .0000708  .0001505  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001745  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001824  .0001313 

   .0009375  .0001940  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001704  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001768  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001573  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001611  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001759  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001972  .0005935 

   .0023167  .0001888  .0002764 

   .0000000  .0001481  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001570  .0001313 

   .0000833  .0001513  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001563  .0001313 
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   .0000000  .0001623  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001624  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001573  .0001231 

   .0000000  .0001540  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001486  .0007351 

   .0016792  .0001518  .0003118 

   .0000000  .0001452  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001418  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001475  .0001460 

   .0000000  .0001484  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001413  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001547  .0001477 

   .0000000  .0001642  .0002146 

   .0000000  .0001510  .0001313 

   .0000625  .0001335  .0001313 

   .0003042  .0001565  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001579  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001603  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001721  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001776  .0001231 

   .0000000  .0001769  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001774  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001752  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001753  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001741  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001711  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001722  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001730  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001618  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001672  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001657  .0000656  
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   .0000000  .0001559  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001595  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001563  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001492  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001545  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001544  .0000656 

   .0015000  .0001525  .0000656 

   .0000667  .0010309  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001346  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001474  .0000656 

 

 

File name-_Calib.PEQ 

For year 1997 

153  24.0    No. of time steps, length of time steps in hours. 

   .0000000  .0003068  .0000263 Rainfall, evapotranspiration and discharge. 

   .0000000  .0003173  .0000263 

   .0000208  .0003113  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0003083  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002906  .0000263   

   .0000000  .0002787  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002861  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002854  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002619  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002639  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002909  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002943  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002840  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002875  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002924  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002915  .0000263 
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   .0000000  .0002830  .0000263 

   .0000417  .0002887  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002602  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002661  .0000263 

   .0000208  .0002775  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002844  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002731  .0000509 

   .0013750  .0002412  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002064  .0000312 

   .0006417  .0001958  .0000558 

   .0005625  .0001619  .0000651 

   .0009208  .0001372  .0000656 

   .0018917  .0001340  .0002140 

   .0001792  .0001821  .0000441 

   .0004042  .0002055  .0003900 

   .0016417  .0002016  .0001075 

   .0000458  .0001778  .0000492 

   .0004000  .0001823  .0002051 

   .0014667  .0001998  .0000913 

   .0001917  .0001997  .0000489 

   .0005875  .0001996  .0000533 

   .0000125  .0001925  .0000394 

   .0010167  .0001753  .0004420 

   .0012667  .0001289  .0002092 

   .0002000  .0001714  .0001135 

   .0006417  .0001713  .0001873 

   .0014667  .0001318  .0003458 

   .0010083  .0001627  .0002527 

   .0002625  .0001676  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001610  .0000632 

   .0000000  .0001499  .0000590 
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   .0010125  .0001788  .0000560 

   .0000000  .0001845  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001843  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001895  .0000263 

   .0004667  .0001948  .0001999 

   .0006333  .0001691  .0008506 

   .0002333  .0001689  .0002325   

   .0000000  .0002043  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001914  .0000536 

   .0028458  .0002108  .0001707 

   .0006708  .0002200  .0007275 

   .0011042  .0001749  .0001786 

   .0009250  .0001805  .0002434 

   .0009250  .0001629  .0002191  

   .0008208  .0001676  .0002981 

   .0000000  .0001705  .0001313 

   .0001625  .0001702  .0001313 

   .0002167  .0001699  .0001942 

   .0010917  .0001715  .0006208 

   .0019167  .0001946  .0009572 

   .0000000  .0001923  .0002226 

   .0000000  .0001878  .0001313 

   .0000167  .0001868  .0000656 

   .0000208  .0001749  .0003337 

   .0000167  .0001660  .0003774 

   .0019500  .0001725  .0001313 

   .0000417  .0001648  .0001067 

   .0000458  .0001772  .0002379  

   .0001458  .0001767  .0007767 

   .0016125  .0001868  .0002735 

   .0003125  .0001682  .0004677 
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   .0006875  .0001617  .0001477 

   .0001208  .0001734  .0002680 

   .0001083  .0001911  .0001826 

   .0005458  .0001877  .0001696 

   .0001542  .0001479  .0001313 

   .0000083  .0001733  .0001313 

   .0000250  .0001799  .0001193 

   .0000500  .0001601  .0000857 

   .0000000  .0001920  .0000738 

   .0003500  .0001913  .0003966 

   .0010292  .0001982  .0005825 

   .0008250  .0001641  .0002899 

   .0000042  .0001586  .0001313 

   .0000042  .0001560  .0001313 

   .0002375  .0001812  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001759  .0001073 

   .0000000  .0001806  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001820  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001898  .0000656 

   .0000583  .0001932  .0001067 

   .0000583  .0001927  .0002954 

   .0011667  .0001752  .0001313 

   .0007833  .0001788  .0001313 

   .0002417  .0001214  .0000993 

   .0000333  .0001412  .0001039 

   .0005208  .0001526  .0002297 

   .0001750  .0001695  .0008998 

   .0002542  .0001555  .0002342 

   .0007083  .0001643  .0001313 

   .0000125  .0001596  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001597  .0001477 
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   .0000000  .0001607  .0002297 

   .0006250  .0001595  .0001559 

   .0001875  .0001776  .0001313 

   .0000208  .0001783  .0001231 

   .0000000  .0001781  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001743  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001726  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001757  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001533  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001638  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001707  .0000656 

   .0000292  .0001673  .0000656 

   .0000250  .0001733  .0000656 

   .0004250  .0001782  .0000607 

   .0000000  .0001778  .0000263 

   .0000500  .0001613  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001652  .0000312 

   .0001833  .0001694  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001667  .0000656 

   .0002167  .0001625  .0000607 

   .0000000  .0001644  .0000263 

   .0000542  .0001587  .0000312 

   .0000000  .0001560  .0000607 

   .0000000  .0001625  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001639  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001640  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001655  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001557  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001573  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001632  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001622  .0000263 
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   .0000000  .0001616  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001638  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001672  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001601  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001487  .0000263 

   .0003333  .0001305  .0000459 

   .0000250  .0001349  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001328  .0000427 

   .0000000  .0001398  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001271  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001185  .0000263 

   .0007000  .0001126  .0000788 

   .0000250  .0001211  .0000788 

 

 

 

File name-_Calib.PEQ 

For year 1998 

153  24.0    No. of time steps, length of time steps in hours. 

   .0000000  .0003437  .0000328 Rainfall, evapotranspiration and discharge. 

   .0000000  .0003248  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0003267  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0003174  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0002972  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0003149  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0003134  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0002638  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0002706  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0002755  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0002778  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0002574  .0000328 
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   .0000000  .0002754  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0002284  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0002475  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0002404  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0002628  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0002403  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0002647  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0002477  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0002390  .0000328 

   .0040583  .0002686  .0000328 

   .0000292  .0002170  .0000328 

   .0002208  .0001785  .0000335 

   .0002208  .0002035  .0000328 

   .0000292  .0001989  .0000328 

   .0004958  .0001535  .0000328 

   .0001000  .0001734  .0000328 

   .0000833  .0001860  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001773  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001799  .0000328 

   .0000833  .0001660  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001608  .0000328 

   .0006167  .0001473  .0000889 

   .0012542  .0001620  .0000656 

   .0000625  .0001199  .0000656 

   .0003875  .0001689  .0000656 

   .0001333  .0001877  .0000656 

   .0001208  .0001766  .0000656 

   .0006667  .0001732  .0000656 

   .0020667  .0001861  .0002311 

   .0013583  .0001768  .0001067 

   .0013000  .0001595  .0000656 
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   .0002417  .0001206  .0000656 

   .0003958  .0001744  .0000656 

   .0002250  .0001500  .0000656 

   .0008125  .0001715  .0001067 

   .0006375  .0001739  .0000656 

   .0000375  .0001653  .0000656 

   .0000375  .0001570  .0000615 

   .0000000  .0002059  .0000779 

   .0000000  .0001976  .0000328 

   .0000125  .0001908  .0000328 

   .0004458  .0001922  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001992  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001989  .0000944 

   .0004458  .0001998  .0000561 

   .0000000  .0001917  .0000369 

   .0001792  .0001814  .0000615 

   .0000000  .0001731  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001908  .0000328 

   .0000083  .0001985  .0000369 

   .0002250  .0002003  .0002434 

   .0004542  .0001922  .0001110 

   .0002958  .0001385  .0004239 

   .0009042  .0001617  .0002106 

   .0000583  .0001560  .0001214 

   .0001500  .0001556  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001825  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001785  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001840  .0000615 

   .0000000  .0001809  .0000328 

   .0004042  .0001832  .0000561 

   .0007833  .0001915  .0000328 
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   .0000292  .0001157  .0000369 

   .0000417  .0001490  .0001887 

   .0008667  .0001374  .0003446 

   .0032708  .0001482  .0000848 

   .0001875  .0001714  .0001723 

   .0003208  .0001663  .0008779 

   .0025750  .0001696  .0002434 

   .0000250  .0001856  .0000656 

   .0000250  .0001808  .0000615 

   .0001125  .0001802  .0000369 

   .0000042  .0001868  .0000656 

   .0000792  .0001872  .0000533 

   .0000000  .0001442  .0000615 

   .0004917  .0001667  .0001877 

   .0000000  .0001691  .0000656 

   .0004333  .0001819  .0002522 

   .0011458  .0001760  .0001559 

   .0000917  .0001319  .0000656 

   .0000042  .0001656  .0000656 

   .0000042  .0001751  .0000615 

   .0000125  .0001673  .0002967 

   .0051208  .0001854  .0007330 

   .0018000  .0001934  .0003088 

   .0001292  .0001432  .0001067 

   .0003208  .0001399  .0002284 

   .0006583  .0000983  .0006099 

   .0036417  .0000967  .0021606 

   .0001167  .0001176  .0003337 

   .0000375  .0001102  .0001313 

   .0000000  .0001227  .0001138 

   .0000000  .0001486  .0000656 
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   .0000000  .0001447  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001612  .0002051 

   .0001042  .0001496  .0001231 

   .0000000  .0001464  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001607  .0000656 

   .0000208  .0001646  .0000615 

   .0000000  .0001619  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001754  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001790  .0002940 

   .0006250  .0001785  .0005005 

   .0022417  .0001667  .0001231 

   .0000000  .0001551  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001866  .0001969 

   .0004292  .0001689  .0004595 

   .0004292  .0001748  .0001477 

   .0001042  .0001393  .0000656 

   .0001042  .0001748  .0000656 

   .0000625  .0001738  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001518  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001358  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001467  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001615  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001627  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001610  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001541  .0000656 

   .0022292  .0001496  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001504  .0000656 

   .0000708  .0001561  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001516  .0000465 

   .0000000  .0001513  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001542  .0000328 
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   .0000000  .0001498  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001240  .0000328 

   .0000292  .0001286  .0000328 

   .0000625  .0000932  .0001039 

   .0012083  .0000926  .0000893 

   .0000000  .0001032  .0000716 

   .0003375  .0000860  .0001996 

   .0000000  .0001200  .0000985 

   .0000000  .0001358  .0000985 

   .0000000  .0001390  .0000985 

   .0000000  .0001384  .0000615 

   .0000000  .0001457  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001524  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001514  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0000936  .0000328 

 

File name-_Calib.PEQ 

For year 1999 

153  24.0    No. of time steps, length of time steps in hours.           

.0000000  .0002959  .0000263 Rainfall, evapotranspiration and discharge. 

   .0000000  .0002873  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002411  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002736  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002713  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002688  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0003081  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002891  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002803  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0003127  .0000263 

   .0000458  .0003093  .0001214 

   .0005667  .0002722  .0000492 
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   .0000000  .0002735  .0001564 

   .0000833  .0002203  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002116  .0000263 

   .0004208  .0002039  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001908  .0000263 

   .0001000  .0001923  .0000263 

   .0000917  .0001955  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002002  .0000263 

   .0000708  .0002003  .0000364 

   .0000625  .0001984  .0001381 

   .0001292  .0001525  .0001512 

   .0000042  .0001737  .0005825 

   .0000208  .0001837  .0004431 

   .0000125  .0001928  .0007767 

   .0005667  .0001753  .0003916 

   .0000500  .0001691  .0006504 

   .0009000  .0001570  .0003227 

   .0001958  .0002024  .0003753 

   .0000000  .0001917  .0000759 

   .0000000  .0001836  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002053  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0002275  .0000263 

   .0000375  .0002422  .0000358 

   .0004375  .0001940  .0004699 

   .0006042  .0002128  .0002654 

   .0000000  .0001890  .0000837 

   .0000000  .0001864  .0000263 

   .0000083  .0002027  .0002243 

   .0000250  .0001775  .0002248 

   .0000167  .0001774  .0005661 

   .0001333  .0001674  .0001099 
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   .0000208  .0001361  .0003014 

   .0010208  .0001609  .0002686 

   .0000000  .0001502  .0000952 

   .0001500  .0001844  .0000263 

   .0000000  .0001979  .0000263 

   .0000167  .0001873  .0000263 

   .0001583  .0001960  .0005749 

   .0055958  .0002033  .0010803 

   .0003250  .0001475  .0002489 

   .0002250  .0001490  .0007034 

   .0001208  .0001629  .0003774 

   .0000000  .0001558  .0001324 

   .0000500  .0001724  .0002281 

   .0000500  .0001855  .0008212 

   .0005958  .0001963  .0004731 

   .0005667  .0001979  .0003255 

   .0000125  .0001370  .0001313 

   .0002375  .0001833  .0001169 

   .0001292  .0001866  .0001217 

   .0000333  .0002014  .0001261 

   .0001625  .0001990  .0001635 

   .0006667  .0001446  .0001241 

   .0000042  .0001853  .0000708 

   .0001167  .0001792  .0001771 

   .0001875  .0001845  .0005627 

   .0002250  .0001621  .0002386 

   .0000125  .0001570  .0001193 

   .0000208  .0001580  .0000985 

   .0000000  .0001511  .0003446 

   .0007958  .0001525  .0001033 

   .0000333  .0001619  .0000656 
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   .0000000  .0001565  .0000615 

   .0000000  .0001561  .0000328 

   .0000875  .0001442  .0000328 

   .0001625  .0001680  .0000369 

   .0000000  .0001675  .0000656 

   .0008250  .0001669  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001698  .0000426 

   .0004042  .0001885  .0002188 

   .0008667  .0001799  .0003282 

   .0001792  .0001773  .0002461 

   .0000042  .0001210  .0001231 

   .0000000  .0001783  .0000656 

   .0000375  .0001418  .0000636 

   .0000292  .0000970  .0000636 

   .0000833  .0001245  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001648  .0000656 

   .0006125  .0001642  .0002284 

   .0004375  .0001266  .0001313 

   .0000292  .0001518  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001417  .0000561 

   .0000000  .0001489  .0000615 

   .0003958  .0001501  .0000161 

   .0003000  .0001582  .0000656 

   .0002667  .0001671  .0000492 

   .0000000  .0001759  .0001408 

   .0000375  .0001648  .0000953 

   .0000000  .0001678  .0000632 

   .0000000  .0001699  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001618  .0000328 

   .0000042  .0001557  .0000328 

   .0000583  .0001468  .0000328 
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   .0005500  .0001191  .0000246 

   .0000000  .0001253  .0000328 

   .0002292  .0001379  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001503  .0000328 

   .0005958  .0001537  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001515  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001553  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001622  .0000328 

   .0005250  .0001756  .0000520 

   .0008542  .0001575  .0001231 

   .0002417  .0001007  .0000786 

   .0002583  .0001015  .0000790 

   .0001125  .0001309  .0000231 

   .0000250  .0001314  .0000656 

   .0000458  .0001427  .0000848 

   .0002833  .0001466  .0000615 

   .0000000  .0001672  .0000328 

   .0000000  .0001607  .0000121 

   .0005500  .0001501  .0000656 

   .0000792  .0001515  .0000583 

   .0001125  .0001554  .0000884 

   .0008125  .0001441  .0000384 

   .0003833  .0001393  .0000689 

   .0001750  .0001567  .0000470 

   .0000000  .0001471  .0000063 

   .0003458  .0001530  .0000231 

   .0000000  .0001574  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001619  .0000492 

   .0000000  .0001624  .0000656 

   .0004042  .0001630  .0000656 

   .0007833  .0001558  .0000656 
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   .0000000  .0001445  .0000033 

   .0000000  .0001361  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001359  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001314  .0000268 

   .0001167  .0001188  .0000001 

   .0001458  .0001433  .0000615 

   .0000000  .0001491  .0000887 

   .0000000  .0001426  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001369  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001329  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001502  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001536  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001418  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001417  .0000656 

   .0000250  .0001346  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001120  .0000656 

   .0000000  .0001098  .0000656 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


